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ABSTRACT
Union literature on the activities o f union stewards is sparse beyond the subject 
o f the handling o f grievances. The present study is a comprehensive examination 
o f the fote o f the union steward, it  examines the various duties, responsibilities, 
skills and qualities associated with the role the steward. In addition, it examines 
the views across the various s^tnents o f the union hierarchy; rank and ftle 
members, union stewards, and the Executive Members and Employee Relations 
Officers at the Union Head Office. Data from the subject matter experts was 
collected using Flanagan’s (1954) critical incidents technique, questionnaires, 
focus group discussions, and interviews. Results supported previous findings that 
stewards’ primary duties are listening to and addressing rank and file  members 
concerns in the workplace, which are often precursors to the grievance procedure 
Wing activated. A job description o f the union steward position is presented, 
developed from the data collected and from information contained in the 
NSGEU’s steward’s handbook. A consistent view on ait related topics associated 
with the role o f union steward was maintained acroM all groups o f subject matter 
experts. Differences in  the level o f militancy expressed by Trade Union Act 
stewards mtd C ivil Service stewards was not supported.
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A job  attafysis o f trade uitîon and 
c iv il ærvice union shop stewards
Relatively little  research has focused on union activities and 
membership in Canada. This is surprising considering the extent o f union 
affiliation. Between 1955 and 1990, Canadian union density rose from 33.7% 
to 36.2% {Thomason, 1994). Since such a large proportion o f the workforce 
is associated with some type o f union, one would expect that researchers 
would be interested with the extent o f individuals involvement in union 
activities, the roles they occupy, the duties they perform, and their perceptions 
and attitudes. However, this has not been the case. Barling (1988) notes that 
in four o f the leading journals pertinent to industnai/organizational 
psychology, union membership is virtually ignored. This is based on the 
content o f articles throughout the years 1980-1986.
Gordon and Burt (1981) agree that industrial psychologists have not 
readily become involved in research dealing with unions. They attnbute the 
neglect o f the area to two reasons; distrust o f industrial psychologists by 
labour leaders, and researchers pursuit o f the course o f least resistance. They 
contend that union leaders distrust industrial/organizational psychologists due 
to their asmciation with groups that have been opposed to union activity. As 
w ell, I/O  psychologists have histciically aided management in solving human
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resource problems (Gordon & Burt, 1981).
Secondly, Gordon and Bun (1981) assert that there has been little  
psychological research due to the fact that I/O  psychologists have chosen the 
path o f least resistance. Management demand for psydtotogical research and 
services has been profuse, therefore, those seeking to provide such services 
have never felt the neW to convince unions and/or union leaders of their 
value.
Integral to the area, and present in any union is the shop steward. I f  
one considers the lack o f union research in Canada, the research on the more 
specific leadership role o f shop steward is virtually nonexistent. The two 
major studies in the area were published during (he 1960’$, and there has 
been little  since. The majority o f existing information deals with shop 
stewards in Britmn. Nash (1977) reiterates that even in the United States, little  
information about shop stewards has been published since 1963. It is the 
purpose o f this pa{^r to investigate (1. ; role o f the shop steward, and to 
qualitatively describe the stewards duties, responsibilities, and rote as union 
representative.
Historically, the word "steward" comes from feudal times, when it 
rcprcsented (be individual who managed a large household or estate. Their 
duties included the supervision o f servants, the collection o f rents, etc. la
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England the term steward was used loosely in the coal mines to describe 
responsibilities (Nash, 1977). The term "shop steward" is not universal in its 
application; regardless o f the term used, their function is generally viewed in  
a consistent manner across nations (Barling, FuUagar, and Kelloway, 1992). 
For the purpose o f this paper, the terms "union steward” and "shop steward" 
w ill be used interchangeably. In the United States the rote o f union steward 
can be deftned as follows:
" Union representative o f a group of 
fellow workers who carries out union 
duties in the plant; e.g., handles grievances, 
collects dues. Elected by union members in 
the plant or appointed
by higher union offtcisds. (Nash, 1977, p. I)".
These are the duties that have generally been perceived to be performed 
in M ftllin g  the role o f shop steward in the union. As Clark (1988) points out, 
very little  academic research addresses duties o f the steward other than 
grievance handling. The steward is perceive to be a supporter o f the union, 
and his/her function would also include the encouragement o f union support 
and participation in the rank and filp  Kahn and Tannenbautn (1954) support 
the influential role o f the union steward by stating th"t be/she can be 
instrumental in either promoting or weakening union democracy.
I f  the union steward does in fact play such a pivotal role in the
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tRflttencc o f the attitudes of the rank and 6le, it is useful to examine his or her 
role to a greater extent. Research on the Canadian shop steward is virtually 
nonexistent, and examination of the role of union steward in some depth has 
Imth academic and practical value.
Historfcai Overview of the OrieiBs of the Shoo. Steward
The origins of the union steward can be traced to the "primitive" 
workshop otganizatioa; which were the beginnings of rank and file union 
leadership. In advent to the implementation of craft unions or the development 
o f centralized organization on district or national levels, workers organized on 
3 shop basis. Shop employees would elect a repmæntative to take their issues 
and communicate them to the employer. As time progressed, union 
organization evolved from this simplistic form of communication as a result of 
several variables. Expanded productivity, the emergence of the manufacturer 
as the dominant economic force, and technological revolution all had a major 
impact on the evolution of union organization {Peck, 1963).
Ttiere are two examples that stand out in relation to the source of 
organization in the workplace. Hie first is the c h t^ l oigaoizatioa in the 
printing industry. This likely holds the title for the oldest form of a 
recognized workshop committee. Skilled journeymen printers organized
5
themselves on a shop basis in  an effort to control their conditions of work 
(Peck, 1963).
The second origin o f workplace organization is in the mining industry 
via their p it committees. Such committees have retained their presence and 
status through the years and are recognized both by management and unions 
(Peck, 1963).
The majority o f workshop organization did not occur until the onset o f 
W orld War 1. In England, forms o f workshop association were a lr^dy in 
place, predominantly among skilled factory workers; in the form o f piece-rate 
committees. Since payment was on a piece-work rate, such unofficial 
committees were formed in an attempt to represent worker concerns. These 
committees were not looked upon favourably by union leaders, who bitterly 
opposed their efforts. During this period, shop problems were widespread. 
Demands existed for increased productivity, compulsory enlistment for m ilitary 
service, and an increase in the cost o f living. As well, dilution existed, which 
involved the substitution o f a proportion o f unskilled workers for skilled 
workers (Peck, 1963). A ll o f these factors influenced a greater impetus 
towards officia l recognition o f workshop organization.
■"niis spontanwus upheaval of ihe British 
worldly class over the firm resistance of employers, 
government officials, and trade union officers 
is referred to as the "shop steward movement" (Peck. 1963,
p.26)."
The government was the first to react to the woAers demands and 
granted recognition to the plant committee and departmental steward. The 
national trade unions did not reduce their reposition until shortly afier the end 
o f the war, at which time the shop steward system was incorporated as a 
component of trade union organization (Peck, 1963).
Rate gLtfi£ Sftgp
The shop steward is the union representative in the "local" or division 
of the plant or organization. Historically, the workplace was an industrial 
plant, but in the present day and age includes a broad spectrum o f workplace 
settings, from office environments, to hospitals, to schools and universities.
As defined by Labour Canack, the union steward is a:
* Union member ordinarily elected to 
represent workers in a particular shq> 
or depaitinent. His or her fitnction may 
include collecting dues, soliciting for
new members, announcing meetings, receiving, 
investigating, and attempting the adjustment 
o f grievances and education (Labour Canada, I984,p.23>".
Peck (1963) identifies the shop steward as the rank and file  union 
representative. The steward serves as the closest link between the individual 
member (non-ofBcers) and the union. The steward has the function o f being 
the closest link to the union in the workplace; thereby, the steward should 
reflect best the concerns o f the people in his/her department. The steward 
must represent the workers both to management and to the union. Often this 
position may be d ifficu lt as the sKward may tend to be the "man or woman in 
the middle* as he/she can be subject to three different social milieus: the 
union, the crnpioyer, and the departmental work group. A steward must 
express and defend actions not only to the union, but also to the people he/she 
works with, and to management. The steward is often the buffer between the 
union and its members on issues that involve grievances, union dues, political 
preferences, etc. (Nadt, 1977). Therefore, the steward can be pressured from 
various conflicting areas when views are not shared. As an employee, the 
steward may be bound by certain rules which he/she may find unfair, as well 
as the policies outlirœd in  the collective agreement (Nash, 1977).
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Duties o f ttie  Shop Steward
What dudes does the shop steward perform on a r^u fa r basts? How is 
the time spent per week allocated to these duties? The existing literature 
specifies that the main responsibility o f the shop steward is the handling o f 
grievances (Nash, 1977; Peck, 1963). It is estimated that a sh(q> steward in 
the United States Steelworkers union spends 50% o f his/her time on 
grievances; this ris ^  to 75-80% for a steward in  the International Union o f 
Electrical Workers (Nash, 1977).
Clegg, K illick and Adams (1961) found that the most time consuming 
duty o f the steward is negotiating with foremen and managers. Shop stewards 
rated negotiation, grievance handling, and discussions with union members to 
be the most important facets o f their work (McCarthy, 1966). In fact, the 
only components that many shop stewards mentioned was negotiation with 
foremen and managers, and discussions with constituents. The conclusion was 
that in general, stewards spend most o f their time talking, not w riting 
(McCarthy. 1966).
In an examination o f the Danish shop steward system, Lund (1963) 
asked workers, shop stewards, employers and stqtervisors an open-ended 
question in regard the most important duties o f the si qp steward. Both 
workers (43%) and stewards (58%) mentioned wage questions to be the
9
foremost in importance. This was followed by contact between worker and 
employer which was the most frequent reply from employers and supervisors 
(Lund, 1963).
The importance given to contact between worker and employer is not 
surprising given the fact that it  was stipulated in the collective agreement that 
governed these workers. However, information gained from the interviews 
indicated that the objectives o f this task is viewed differently by management 
and workers. The workers view the communication as a means to achieve 
better wages, working œnditions, etc., while management views healthy 
communication as a means o f presenting their opinions, thereby preventing the 
workers forming untenable demands (Lund, 1963). Again, this reinforces the 
dual role o f the shop steward, as both negotiator and mediator. The steward 
must present both the view o f the workers to the employer, and vice-versa.
Overall, the main tasks performed by the shop steward in Lund’s 
(1963) study were id e n tifié  as: developing cooperation between workers and 
management, acting as a spokesperson for the workers, taking part in 
discusâons on production matters, representing and communicating with the 
union and offering advice on personal problems.
Shutter rmd Robertson (1983) looked in  depth at the contact between 
union member and shop steward and found that the majority o f Üieir time was
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spent dealing with the individual's problems or with the quandaries of the 
immediate work group. This activiQf, on average, took 40 minutes of their 
time per week, tn contrast, less than 5 minutes per w%k was spent in the 
discussion of union policy. The workers felt that it was the steward's role to 
lake to management complaints that an individual worker would be afraid to 
express. Therefore, a large majority of the shop steward's time was spent 
handling individual's grievances with minimal discussion of union policies 
(Shuller & Robertson, 1983).
The shop steward also plays the role of administrator. As noted 
previously, union policies are rarely discussed, as stewards concentrate 
primarily on the administration, rather than the negotiation of agreements 
(Shutter & Robertson, 1983). Although many settlements with respect to 
wages and working conditions are outlined on a national level, the shop 
steward may be involved in the negotiation of local arrangements based on the 
national agreements. He or she may be responsible for the administration of 
these policies as well as the handling of grievances (Warr. 1981). Collective 
ba^aining forms only a very minute part of the shop stewards activities 
(Kessler, 1986). The other two prominent dutie were: dealing with 
individual grievances and disseminatif̂  iofbrmation.
Dalton and Todor (1982) confirmed that stewards play an important
n
role in the grievance process procedure. The steward often acts as a mediator 
and the nature o f the steward's intervention may have a tremendous impact on 
the resolution o f the grievance.
Those who work on the shop floor and those in union staff positions 
may hold different perceptions o f the steward's role (Batstone, Botaston &  
Frenkel, 1977). F ifty percent o f staff cited the function o f serving as a 
communication channel for the union member in contrast with 16% o f the 
shop floor stewards. One hundred percent o f the shop floor stewards cited 
protection o f members, improvement o f wages and working conditions, white 
only 31% o f staff representatives believed this was a function of the shop 
steward role. Stewards were expected to promote socialism, trade union 
principles, to maintain unity and union organization, and to ensure harmony 
with management. Thirty-eight % o f the sample o f staff stewards cited this 
last duty versus 19% o f the shop floor stewards {Batstone el a!.. 1977). This 
suggests that there may be differences between trade and white collar stewards 
in  their perceptions o f their role and duties. Shop stewards may also be 
involved with political activities, collection o f dues, community services, and 
educational work (Nash. 1977). The role and duties o f the shop steward 
present a conflicting and ambiguous picture. The range o f duties varies both 
across and w ithin organizations (Barling et a l., 1992).
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EtectioB and size of cgnstltumct
As de ftE ted  previously, Ute shop steward is generally an elected 
representative of the union. The literature supports the notion that in the 
majority o f situations, the steward tttay come into the position unopposed, or 
because no other inatviduai desires the post. This is understandable when one 
considers that the role o f shop steward is not the envy o f others as he or she is 
often placed in a stressful position due to conHtctiRg views from the various 
entities that one is in communication with.
McCarthy and Parker (1968) concluded that two-thirds o f the shop 
stewards they studied were either the only candidate for the positioti or were 
granted their position in absence o f any form o f election. Rarely, were any 
shop stewaids defeat^ in elections. Sim ilarly, Shuller and Robertson (1983) 
found that 70% o f their sample o f 86 stewards entered the position unopposed. 
They note that a formal election is not the sole method o f choosing a 
representative. There may be an individual that is the obvious choice or the 
selection n ay be achieved informally before the election date; thereby, 
resulting in  the nomination o f only one candidate.
Opposition to the appointment o f a shop steward is often minimal. In 
fact, many swwards were unprepared to take on the position and had not 
sought the position. Moore (1980) examined one hundred shop stewards from
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a wtde range o f occupaitons; 38% were reluctant to become stewards and an 
additional 31% had not actively sought the position. Several had previously 
refused to actæpt the position o f union steward.
This lack o f opposition, tack o f formal approval, and reluctance to take 
on the role o f steward may result in a shop steward's lower level o f self 
confidence, and may affect dealings with both management and workers 
(Shutter &  Robertson, 1983). The steward may feel more comfortable 
associating with union membera whose union support in well-known, 
p ^c u la rly  in situations where the shop steward is required to promote branch 
or national union policy (Shuller &  Robertson, 1983).
The amount o f time a shop steward spends on union duties depends on 
the number o f members that are represented. This may vary with the type o f 
occupation. Clegg, et al. (1961) studied shop stewards in Britain who 
occupied a variety o f occupations. These ranged from the printing industry to 
shi[^uilding, to mining, to c iv il service. Although the white collar stewards in 
their study were excluded because o f a small sample size (n= 12); the average 
constituency consisted o f approximately fifty  members. Shuller and Robertson 
(1983) found that the average consistency o f their stewards was 30 members. 
Kessler (1986) also found a wide variation in the size o f steward 
constituencies, which ranged from six to one hundred and eighty one.
14
imjy tf iingnte Ift IfeejrplsLQLgfiia^
There appears to he a degree o f apathy on the part o f many workers to 
become involved or to take interest in , union activities. This is demonstrated 
by the reluctance o f many to seek the shop steward position, and the minimal 
opposition they encounter in assuming office. Moore (1980) states several 
reasons for this situation.
To begin, the steward is paid by one party (the employer) and spends 
time representing another group (his/her constituency), which is unpaid. The 
work is voluntary, and holds dual status; high as trade union representative, 
and low as rank and file  worker. Although an official o f the union, the shop 
steward has little  contact with the union. The shop stewards relationship with 
the union is poorly defined and >s interpreted in many ways, at times 
controve ?ial.
The fiim l reason presented by Moore (1980) is that unlike the majority 
o f volunteer workers, the shop steward dues not gamer any respect or 
sympathy from the general public. Nicholson, Ursell, and Blyton (1980) 
concluded that white collar shop stewards experience a lack o f fam iliarity in 
the duties associated with the role, increasing role ambiguity. They Wso often 
feel the lack o f support o f the members o f their constituency and perceive 
more conflict to exist among the workers. They have d ifficu lty in resolving
15
ÎRdusthai relatioas problems and. more ofien than not. consult with other 
stewards tefore making their own decisions. Although common attitudes 
existed between white and blue collar stewards, they differed in their attitudes 
toward militancy, union identification, rules orientation and apoliticism 
(Nicholson, et a l.. 1980).
Steward motivation
Given the characteristics o f the shop steward position, what motivates 
or induces these representatives to hold office? Moore (1980) found that the 
most influential characteristic was that stewards strongly disliked the stress and 
disorganization that resulted from nonexistent or incompetent leadership on the 
shop floor. Motives such as the desire for power, the use o f the position as a 
political basis, or promotion were not apparent (Moore. 1980). Stewards feel 
not only a sense o f responsibility to oneself, but to others. As well, the 
stewards want some responsibility and a sense o f control over matters that are 
o f importance to them in the workplace.
The interest in the improvement o f the workplace atmosphere dates 
back to the seminal research o f Lund (1963) who found that the primary 
reason shop stewrnds accepted the position was their interest in seeing 
poAlems resolved. Other positive features o f holdit^ the position included
16
helping other workers; insight into the company and trade union work; 
recognition; and better seniority. Interestingly, 24% of shop stewards believed 
that there were no attractive features to the position. Shop stewards were 
more likely to have come from a family whose member were in trade unions 
and to have b^n a member o f some type of association io their youth. They 
also had more contact and enjoyed communication with their fellow workers 
(Lund, 1963).
Batstone, et al. (1977) found differences in reasons for becoming a 
steward between shop floor stewards and staff stewards. Commitment h) the 
trade union movement, the protecdon of the members, and the improvement o f 
wages and conditions were the reasons given by the majority of shop floor 
stewards. In contrast, 82% o f white collar stewards stated the need for 
somwne to represent the members;
“ The department is not union minded, 
but every department must have a steward.
You've got to have a communications man to 
put the case, a link man. We had no nominations 
for steward. I didn't want K> take it, but 
since 1 care Aout people having a fair say in 
day-to-day problems we couldn't afford to be 
without a steward. So I stood up and was voted 
in unanimously (Batstone et al.. 1977. p.24>".
Both shqp floor and staff stewards stated equally that the steward 
position provided personal interest or an qqKtrtuiüty to use their talents
17
(Batstone et aî ., 1977). This researeh. on the whoie, rapports auitudtnal 
differences between shop floor and white collar union stewards.
Introduction to the p r^ n t study
The need to examine the role o f the shop steward in greater depth is 
apparent. Shop stewards occupy a key role, as decision-makers and leaders, 
and as facilitators o f rank and file  involvement (Nicholson et a l., 1980). ITie 
position o f union steward is not a rarity. Unionized environments are not 
uncommon io sceieQ ;̂ in Nova Scotia alone there are over 100 thousand 
unionized employees (Department o f Labour. 1992). In each department, a 
union representative exists in the form o f a shop steward. At one time, 
unionized organizations were predominantly blue-collar or trade workers. 
Today, white-collar unions are common. Warr (1981) reports 39% o f all 
white-collar sectors are unionized.
The role o f the shop steward is an ambiguous one. as discussed earlier. 
Steward's duties are not clearly defined and. as Moore (1980) asserts, the 
steward’s relationship with the union is poorly defined and inconsistently 
interprets The individual that accepts the position o f shop steward is ofien 
uninformed and unsure o f the steward’s duties. This role ambiguity may be a
18
cause of the lack in the number of individuals who seek the shop steward 
position.
jQb-AP8brsis
From the human resource or personne psychology perspective, job 
component information gmned üom job analysis has ̂ plications which spill 
over into virtually all areas of human resource planning. In particular, the 
areas of personnel selection, training and development, artd performance 
appraisal are all based on job analysis data.
Job analysis describes the important aspects of a job that set it apart 
from other jobs (Lent, 1989). Boydell (1970) defines it as a analytical study 
of a particular occupation. Job anadysis breaks a job down into its 
components: duties, tasks, and responsibilities. It specifies the behaviours 
aiHl incidents that occur. This information can determine the knowledge, 
skills, and sdtilities needed to perform the job (Levine, 1983). The job 
analysis is the first phase of job information and application in a greater 
human resource model. It is a means to an end, it assists in the provision of 
information to a litany of ̂ plications, and to the success in the consequent 
steps in the systematic approach to training.
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JLo& Anabsfe AppBcafigns
The job analysis information is generally used to develop a job 
description. Other purposes include; job design and restructuring, 
performance af^raisal, efficiency and safety, legal requirements, job 
classification, and ]** evaluation {Levine, 1983). Two other uses o f job 
analysis information are worker training and personnel requirements and 
specifications. These have direct applications to the study at hand. A job 
analysis o f the shop steward w ill clarify the duties, tasks, and responsibilities 
o f the post. It w ill note both the positive and itegative behaviouK inherent to 
the position. This knowledge can prove valuable to the assessment o f tratnipg 
needs. The union under study presently holds training programs for both shop 
stewards and members. Courses on stewardship and general membership arc 
given. Half-day workshops are held pertaining to: occupational health and 
safety matters and collective bargaining, while week long courses are offered 
on leadership skills and political economy, as examples.
Presently, workshops are deâgned by management, based on their view 
o f what is importanL A job analysis o f shop stewards w ill develop an overall 
descriptive profile. At present, expectations from management, union, rank 
and file , and the shop stewards may differ. Each may have a unique view o f 
the role o f the union steward position. The analysis w ill be ureful in the
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evafUâEton o f and development o f suitable, practical training workshops.
Shuller and Robertson (1983) found that training needs for stewards included: 
communication skills, the ability to explain how the union was organized, and 
the functions it perfoimed.
The shop steward is an elected position, a job analysis w ill identify the 
knowledge, skills and abilities that are necessary to perform the job. This w ill 
allow the rank and file  the opportunity to assess candidates for the position 
during elections. It could also result in candidates self selection, individuals 
might recognize that they are suited for to the position. People w ill also be 
more informed about the job when assuming the position: this should reduce 
role ambiguity. Martin and Berthiaume (1993) propose that training should 
focus on the role expectations o f the stewards and on the clarification o f their 
rote. They endorse steward training as a means to enable the steward to better 
balance the conflicting demands o f the position. The present study should help 
to clarify the steward's role by examining the specific components that 
comprise the job. It should help to reduce the role ambiguity that exists, as 
well as providing useful information on the rote o f the union steward in 
Canada, today. The pre^nt study is a comprehensive examination o f the job 
related behaviours o f the shop steward from several perspectives. Union 
Executives, the stewards, the rank and file  may all have different views on the
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steward's role. U is imperative to include information from each o f these 




The Nova Scotia Government Employees Union (NSGEU) is a 
relatively young union, having signed its first labour contract in 1969. It 
works to improve the rights of government employees; its current objectives 
are to promote the common interests of ait members, to foster higher standards 
o f service, to gain greater job protection, to gain free and fu ll Collective 
Bargaining rights for all NSGEU members, and to provide a fair standard of 
living for NSGEU members. The NSGEU represents over 14.000 members 
province wide and comprises 24 locals and 4 affiliated locals.
Approximately two-thirds of the members are represented under the 
C ivil Service Bargaining Act and the remaining one third under the Trade 
Union Act. as determined by their occupation. The primary difference 
between the two groups is that the members represented under the Trade 
Union Act have the right to strike.
The umon steward is the official representative of the union in the 
workplace and is a key factor in the strength of the union. The steward plays 
a pivotal role in the workplace, having the means to promote understanding 
and interest in union activities. The steward is the primary contact with union
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members in (he The steward is elected or appointed by fetiow
members and/or by local presidents. Each steward can contact an Employee 
Relations Officer, a f^ d  N.S.G.E.U. staff peison at the Union Head OfR<x 
fo r assistance with prtAlems, grievances and questions. The degree o f 
involvement o f die steward in handling problems and grievances depends on 
the level o f involvement o f the steward's Employee Relations Ofhcer <ERO). 
As w ell, stewards often approach Executive Committee Members for 
asâstance.
BadldBaais
H iiity-ftve  stewards, rank and file  membeis. Employee Relations 
O fficers and Executive Committee Members at the Nova Scotia Government 
Employees Union served as subject matter experts (SME's) for the study. The 
sample contained 18 males and 17 females.
In terms o f representation the sample was composed o f 8 c iv il service 
stewards. 7 trade stewards. 8 c iv il service members. 4 trade members, 4 
Employee Relations Offtcers, and 4 Executive Committee Members. The 
Executive representation consisted o f the 1st Vice-President, 2nd Vicc- 
Preâdent, 3rd Vice-President, and Secretary-Treasurer. The averse age of 
the SME's was 41.20 years, ranging from 27 to 60 years o f age. As shown in
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Table I. c iv il service stewards had served as a steward, on average, for 8.63 
years, and trade stewards for 5.43 years. The vast majority o f c iv il service 
stewards <87.5%) and trade stewards (85.7%) were the sole candidates for 
their steward position. A ll rank and file  participants had completed the 
general membership course offered through the education program o f the Nova 
Scotia Government Employees Union. The c iv il service members had 
belonged to the union, on average for 15.13 years, and the trade members for 
3.50 years.
A ll participants were contacted by the Education O fficer o f the 
NSGEU. Upon their agreement to participate in the research, they received 
paid time o ff from their jobs. These costs were covered by the NSGEU, 
which is a standard practice for any research or training projects it sponsors.
Ptttcedure
The job analysis research involved focus groups and individual 
interviews. AH SME's were informed that their participation was voluntary 
and that all information gathered was anonymous and confidential. A ll were 
aware that the study would serve as the basis for a research thesis,
a) focus gproups
Four focus groups were held over a period o f 2 days. Morning
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Tabte 1. Demegraphks of the subject matter experts





































sessions were scheduled from 9-t2pm, and aAemoon sessions from M pm .
A il focus groups were held at the NSGEU Head Office. The first day 
consisted o f representatives from the c iv il service sector, the stewards in the 
morning session and rank and file  members in  the afternoon. The second day 
the groups were compoœd o f stewards and rank and file  members from the 
Trade Union Act sector in the same order as the previous day.
To begin each session, the researcher and advisor introduced 
themselves to a ll present, explained the purpose o f the research and obtained 
their informed consent. Each participant also introduced themself and their 
place o f employment.
Bach focus group followed a sim ilar format in the gathering of 
information. Participants completed the demographic questionnaire for c iv il 
service stewards (see Appendix A), for Trade Union Act stewards (see 
Appendix B> and for rank and file  members o f both sectors (see Appendix C).
Secondly, each group completed a set o f written questions for stewards 
(see Appendix D) and for members (see Appendix E). Subject Matter Experts 
were asked to discuss the steward's duties and responsibilities, qualities and 
skills o f an effective steward, barriers to a steward's effective perfortnartce, 
motivation for being a steward, and steward training needs. The written 
responses were then used to stimulate discussion on the various topics. A
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coffee break foHowed Ute discussion period.
The next segment o f the focus groups entailed the generation o f specific 
behavioural examples using Flanagan's (1954) critical incident technique. A 
behavioural examples handout was provided for the participants reference (see 
Appendix F). The key characteristics o f behavioural examples, as well as 
poorly written and well written samples were illustrated and explained.
Next, participants generated examples o f particularly effective 
performance o f union stewards, followed by ineffective examples op sheets 
that were provided (see Appendices G and H). The stewards and members 
were asked to chronicle as many examples as they ( ould recall.
The focus group sessions concluded with a second open discussion on 
issues relevant to stewards along with discussion on how to encourage others 
to become stewards, and the benefits associated with the stewards role (see 
Appendix I). The rank and file  members' open discussion questions also asked 
about their relationdup to their steward (see Appendix J). A ll discussion 
sessions were tape-recorded with participants permission to aid in obtaining 
accurate and concise information. A ll oarticipants were thanked for their 
participation,
b) interviews
Eight individual interviews were arranged with four Employee
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Relations Officers and four members o f the Nova Scotia Government 
Employees Union Executive. The interviews were inducted on the three 
days following the focus group sessions. Interviews were up to one and a half 
hours long and were conducted at the NSGEU Head Ofüce.
To begin, participants completed the same demographic questionnaire 
given to stewards. The interviews were structured and followed a protocol 
based on the questions posed in the focus groups (see Appendix K). Executive 
Members and ERO's generated critical incidents, orally. In addition, they 
were asked to comment on the current steward program and the steward's rote 
in relation the Employee Relations O fficer's work. A ll interviews were 
recorded on tape with participants permission. Participants were thanked for 
their time and participation.
Results
Critiat litcffefft Pata
A total o f 51 critical incidents were generated by the four focus groups 
and 13 additional examples were produced by the Employee Relatiotis Officers 
(ERO's) and Executive Members. These incidents are presented in Table 2.
A fa irly consistent theme emerges across the examples given by the members.
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T ib fe i»  ÆsqugBor o f M IW  tocIfeRte a w p  m<h tw ic
TE Ê dk.V obm ^m bm £.lncldems
s%amWs5j%I fKKmcëùmsWsm
collective agreement/contract interpretation 3
orientation o f new members 1
grievance handling 1
ew m ekgM  W BKitYS inctdenis
collective agreement issues 1
grievance handling 1
C iv il Servke Memhecs





enforcement o f collective agreement 6
grievance handling 5






collective agreement issues 4
examples o f ineffective incidents
grievance handling 2
collective agreement issues 2
job reclassification 1
BKgqAlv&M gm kR f t  ERO.*i
esâm iîfgsitf effecJdveJitddsots
collective agreement issues 6
grievance handling 3
examDles_of ineffective incidents
collective agreement issues 2
grievance handling 2
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stewards and executive officers. The majority of incidents deal with collective 
agreement issues and grievance handling. Both civil service and trade union 
members identify incidents concerning collective agreement issues, grievance 
handling and the orientation of new members.
Trade union stewards identify incidents regarding grievance handling 
and the enforcement of the collective agreements. Civil service stewards cited 
both these types of incidents but also added incidents involving job 
reclassification. The Union Executive Members and ERO’s cited only 
incidents dealing with grievance handling and collective agreement issues. A ll 
of the critical incidents generated by members and stewards are presented in 
Appendix L A ll examples could be sorted inU) four categories: collective 
agreement/contract interpretation, member orientation, grievance handling and 
job classification. Examples representing each category follow: 
collective agreement: the required 4 weeks notice was not given for a shift 
change. The steward approached the manager with the breach o f contract 
which resulted in the implementation date being changed to allow the required 
notice.
grievance handling: a casual worker was given hours before an employee with 
higher seniority. The steward helped the employee write the grievance, submit 
it at the appropriate time, and the individual won the grievance.
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member onentatiort/edueation/invotvement: members tn the workplace were 
not attending local meetings, union courses or other onion activities. The 
steward kept the members informed and continuously encouraged participation. 
This resulted in several members increased participation, some very actively 
while others sporadically. However, an overall increase in the level o f union 
participation occurred.
job reclassification: a group o f secretaries had been promised a 
reclassification by the c iv il service commission. Little action had occurred on 
the matter so the steward was contacted. The steward got involved, explained 
the process, and supported them throughout. The secretaries r^eived their 
reclassification as well as back pay.
Focus Group and Interview Data
The questionnaires, focus group discussions and interviews on the 
steward's role produced consistent information. Due to the extensive database 
that was amassed, the results arc organized and discussed according to topic, 
rather than the research tool used to obtain the data. However, for source 
identification purposes results are also presented in tabular form. Tables 3 8 
present data obtained from questionnaires and interviews. Tables 9-11, and 13 
present focus group discussion data, and Table 12 presents focus group 
discussion and interview data.
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Table 3. Fterceived Dutfes and ResponsibilUles of Steyarcfe 
Tratfe Member?
-représentation o f members at work, at local union meetings and to management 
-coUKüve agreement interpretation 
-grievance handling
-communication channel between union and member 
to promote union involvement o f members
Ctvtl Service Menibeis
-communication link to members
-to inform members o f onion rules and employee rights
-information source and resource person
-represent members at meetings with management
-to listen to members concerns and attend union meetings
-source o f support in conflicts with management
-primary contact re: proWems/concems
-contract interpretation/n%odation/enforcement
-to make themselves known and available to members
Tratfg Sfggarfe
-collective agreement enforcement/contract interpretation
-represent members concerns/grievances
-represent members in disputes with management
-liaison between member and NSGEU
-scrutinize management
-self-education to competently handle duties
-to be responsive to members, to be exact and complete in handling grievances 
Ctytf ScfTltt St«£8rds
-assist employees with contract problems 
-assess/invesCtgate/foUow-up problems/grievances 
to represent the union in the workplace 
-funnel information to/from ERO s and local 
-an effective liaison with members 
-maintain a stable work environment 
-contract interpretation, file  grievances
-to advocate on behalf o f the membership; listen to their concerns, know the contract 
-to defend the rights o f the members 
(table cantinues)
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Table 3. Perceived Dutks and ResE»ottsibiIittes of Stewards
C M  S en lcs^teyarfe (ggfrtfawed)
-ensure the contract ts not violated
-information source for members
-mediate in noncontractual difficulties: provide insight
-attend local meetings
g^eçtftl££.M£rotegis.8ttd.ERQ!g
-to take the concerns, Eolations o f wntract from the member to the first level o f grievance 
-to make themselves known to member; create the presence o f the union 
-to deal w ith grievances 
a counsellor
-to assist in  collecting information on a grievance/concem/complaim 
-to post notices within the workplace, keep members informed 
-to handle the problems o f the workplace 
-a contact person
-to be the voice, contact, ambassador o f the union 
-to protect the in t ^ ^  o f the collective agreement
-to introduce new members to the role and functions o f the union and to encourage them to 
become K tive participants
Source: questionnaire and interviews (Executive Members and ERO’s)
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Tabte 4. Perceived Qtiamies rod^kife goswîssed ĵf <roropeteBt-Stew«nte
Trade Members
-strong-willed, tactful, responsible, trustworthy 
-approachable
-respected by fetiow union members 
-good listener, good communication skills 
-available to a ll employees 
-a motivator
-stropg leadership a b ilitia  
-good memory, good writer, good speaker 
-someone who can talk to people and cares 
-able m stand up for what is right
Civil Service Members
-knowledge o f union laws and rules 
-able to be a good sounding board 
able to get to the bottom o f Utings quickly 
-know the contract 
-a people person
-well-informed, good listener, good speaker, dependable, trustworthy 
-respected by others; above reproach 
•approachable, objective
-caring: a good communicator; non-confrontattonal 
-understands the contract, union legislation, structure o f die union 
successful/competent in his/her job 
-a leader, assertive, sense o f fairness
Icade W@o anfe
good listening, communication, presentation and writing skills 
good understanding o f the union movement (philosophy, history)
-good understanding o f the collective agreement and the grievance process
-objectivity; diplomacy; ability to grasp the real situation
-leadership; tenacity; dedication; people skills; common sense
-sound knowledge o f the contract
•perceived as accessible to members
•good rapport with management
•able to be fa ir and recognize personalities and traits
-self-oinftdencæ, motivated, able to face management
(table continues)
)5
Table 4. Perceived quatities and skills possessed bv compcteat stewards
-genuine concern for the well-being o f others 
-ftnn belief in the labour movement
C ivil Service Stewards
-good listening skills, good judgement 
-knowledge o f the collective agreement 
-ability to listen, analj-ze and remain calm 
-able to persevere, contact ERO's 
-personable, nosy, assertive 
-communicator, facilitator, referee 
-know where to go for assistance
-leadership, self-confidence, assertiveness, fairness, kindness, compassion, truthful
-able to interpret contract effectively
-alert to situations in the workplace
-able to keep confidences
-ability to remain calm during stressful situations
-educated; bold: able to deal with people
-intelligent, sincere, good mediation skills
-fearless in the face o f intimidation
Executive Members and ERO*s
-abilitv to deal just with the issue, objectivity; able to look at both sides o f an issue
-calm, level-headed, a mediator
-personable, polite yet straightforward
-have the trust o f the members; confidentiality
-must believe in the cause o f the union
-the ability to decide whether or not someone is telling the truth, know the difference between 
fact and fiction
-does not take sides; consistent; up to date on collective agreements 
-rational, reasoning skills, able to listen, put yourself in their shoes
-able to te ll a member when they do not have a grievance, but w ill check with others just to 
be sure
-dedication, stamina, able to stand up to the employer 
-a people person, clear thinker, not easily intimidated 
-must have the confidence o f the members
-communication skills, listening skills, organizational skills, public speaking skills 
-ability to compromise 
•honest, ælfiassured, confident
Source: questionnaires and interviews
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Tabfe 5. SftttatloBs wfifcb inipede a ^eward*s_perfoFiimBce
-caseload from his/her other job(s)
-availability at the *o:kpla%
-time restraints; v rK situations make it d ifficu lt fo r steward to leave assigned work area and 
meet with other ntembers regarding problems
-steward reprerenu a targe number o f people, many under different managements 
-indifference to belonging to a union, n^ative attitudes towards unions by fellow employees 
-lack o f trust in steward; outspoken about other problems o f no concern
Civil Serylis MemkQ
-our workplace tends to isolate us from other employees during the workday 
•none; other than lack o f interest on his part 
-shift work; taking on too many other roles
Ttnde Sfeasartfe
-geographical area, poor contract, intimidated employees, low morale 
-the unwillingness o f management to deal with the truth 
-the time involved to act on a situation and work through to resolution 
-lack o f time on j(*s ite  to perform duties
-knowledge required is forgotten after y^rs  following steward education process 
-today’s economy, management, lack o f employee’s interest in job security 
-poor wording o f contract clauses 
-unrealistic expectations from uninformed union membership 
-weak or false information from membership when representing them in a dispute 
-lack o f knowledge by the employer/supervisor o f the collective agreement 
-unwillingness o f member to pursue violanons o f the trollective agreement 
-union member’s fear o f management reprisals in contract violations and other worlqitacre issues 
sufficient time between work duties and union duties
-ensuring a ll stewards obtain sufficient trmni% and this aaume fu ll responsibilities fo r their role 
as steward
-assigning stewards specific duties aside from traditional steward roles 
-anti-union bias from management
-lack o f support from rank and file  for anyone else’s problems but thd r own 
-representing a group or department in our organization that 1 have little  knowledge about 
-not being ^ le  to use the telephone service at work, cost o f calling members long distance 
-the fact that members are spread throughout the entire county
(table continues)
Tabte 5, SitiiattQî _wfakh Impede a steward's jperfonnaRee 
Civil Service Stewards
-d ifficu lty in getting time o ff work for union business, organizational requirements 
-apathy o f coworkers
-coworkers are uninformed about the contract
-informed coworkers not w ilting to "make waves", s till w illing to do things management's way 
-members have a low or negative attitude towards the union, do not have faith in the union's 
ability to help them
-lack o f knowledge of other stewards; lack o f confidence and inability to attend a ll levels o f the 
steward's program 
-poor management practices
-I have management support, work and time is self-directed so not experiencing difficulties.
change or crackdown in management could change this 
-etnployee-employer contract interpretation
-time available for investigating problems; busy schedule, expected to he at my desk 
-job stress; coworkers uninformW. unwilling to stand up for their rights as defined in collective 
agreement even when informed o f those rights 
-my supervisor is a union member. I find this a conflict
-management's ability to block you're leaving the workplace to take care o f situations when 
necessary
-people team o f your ability and all want attention at once 
-cliquish groups that attempt to undermine your efforts 
-two-faced managers
-public service makes it hard for members to approach me
-coworkers do not inform steward o f actions that take place that are contrary to contract 
Executive \!em bers and ERO*s
-in many cases the supervisor o f employer is anti-union to begin with 
-environment in the workplace
'people that make it d ifficu lt, in some cases people may be intimidated by mgt.
-in most cases, stewards are targeted, looked upon as troublemakers 
-may be close to the person involved; or be biased towards that person 
-may be situations where the steward does not feel competent to handle the situation 
-areas where confidential; harassment; sick leave; medical confidentiality 
-need stronger contract language to allow them time to deal with the issues 
-d ifficu lt supervisor; some work areas supervisors allow them the time to deal with issues, others 
do not
-roadblock everytime you turn around, can't get time o ff, no flexib ility 
-the narrowmindediKss o f some stewards; they've already made up their minds 
-complete acceptance in this union that members should be calling head office directly 
-stewards are not always informed o f a problem
-harassment from employer; intimidation; veiled threats, being given dirty jobs 
their biggest problem is being able to leave their workstation or work area to conduct 
grievances or investigations. Employer̂ , handcuff their access to the employees
Source: questionnaire and interviews
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Tabte 6, Areas ffJtere_meiPbefs_ggttld itke stewards ta cwnmit greater
-the move by most governments to privatize essential services 
-disseminating information to the union membership
-I feel the steward does an excellent job; however I am not sure i f  this is the feeling 
throughout the entire workplace
-training new members when they Arst become members; a basic understanding o f where the 
union dues are going and how it works
-when to go to a st̂ vard? kimwing what we can or can't do as a member; our 
responsibilities
Clytl Ssn iK  Mgmbgra
-finances; address how union spends dollars 
-contract n^otiation
-a ll amas; individual doesn't even attend local meetings
-we have a situation where employees have avoided the steward; steward should work at 
educating those at our workplace re; his duties and reqxynsibilities 
-steward is unavailable, when steward is approached usually has fast answer to put you o ff 
-steward never gets back to you re: your concerns 
steward does not seem to have much knowledge, never has the answer 
-assessing safety at the workplace 
rWuction o f staff 
-be more visible
-getting more information correctly across and to make sure staff sees union people are 
working hard for them
-getting union information across to fellow employees
Execmlre Mcmbgrs and PRO*;
-more time and effort spent introducing new members to the workplace 
-up to the steward in the workplace to get or keep the momentum going, get other people 
involved in  the union
-when they go to a steward's course they can go back to the workplace and te ll people what 
they've leaned, encourage involvement
Source; questionnaire and interviews
Table 7^ Pefceked sources of mmivatioii for stewards
Trade ntembers
-believer in the union and what it represents 
-ability to demonstrate leadership better than others 
-positive attitude/self-esteem 
-a motivator
-someone who enjoys people and representing their problems 
-striving for a better, more fair and consistent workplace 
-wants to protect uttion members rights under the collective agreement 
-someone who c»es about their job and wants to be able to have a say in how things are 
done
-a person might think they can do a better job than the incumbent 
-for knowledge
-for protection for himself and his fellow brothers in their workplace
C iv il Service Members
-to know more about the union
-to be helpftti to their fellow employees
-no information from union reps getting to staff
-interest in union affairs
-dissatisfaction with present steward and thinks he/she can do a better job 
-a desire to be o f service to fellow member: to be more involved in the union 
-a desire to team more about how a union works
-concerns re: the workplace and feeling one would be able to make a difference or at least 
f ill the role
-to be helpful and to try to make positive changes in the workplace and union 
my steward took the position to get time o ff work for courres and after the first few were 
completed lost interest and stopfxd representing the members 
-there are staff that do have problems, to be there for support 
-see that people are being treated fairly
-an awareness of the possibilities o f not being treated fairly by management 
Trade Stewards
-consistent and obvious abuse o f my fellow workers
-policies and procedures which are directed at putting labour back into the dark ages 
-to bring fairness and equality throughout the employee group 
-when you see your coworkers being taken advantage of 
-knowing that you were able to help someone
-keen interest to see that collective agreement is being followed by management 
-helping people who can’t help themselves 
-a natural dislike fo r injustice in the workplace
-I don't like people making decisions for me without knowing what I want 
-social justice; ensure fairness and equality in the workplace
(table continues)
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Tafetc 7. Perceived sottpgs; otractivation fo r stewards 
C iv il Stewards
UiW o f being screwed by management who would have you believe that whatever they say 
is the truth and should be believed 
-to help others work in a fa ir and equal environment
-desire to change/improve work conditions and an arrogant sense that I can speak well for 
my members
-what you can do to help others, w ill also benefit yourself
-injustice; I bate injustice
-fairness
-I want to know what is happening in my workplace, want to know I'm  being treated fa irly 
and want fa ir treatment practised to all
-I believe in fighting for our rights, without a union we would be modem day slaves 
Executive Members and ERO*s
-seeing unfair actions.instead of sitting back arxl complaining, doing something about it 
- if you do something to help the situations, you become healthier, the union becomes 
healthier and everybody benefits from it 
-union involvement, involved with their fellow workers 
[%rson that wants to see injustices corrected
get involved by filing a grievance, positive outcome, spurs involvement 
-usually people won't get involved until there's a problem and then they find out what the 
union can do for them
-others come from a position where there was a union, so when they jo in  the c iv il service 
they want to get involved in the union 
dissatisfaction in the workplace; somebody’s got to do it 
-just to get the weekends in Halifax, not necessarily a large number o f people 
-personal push from within, see the inequities going on around them 
-desire to do the right thing is what keeps people in it for the long nin 
-those on a power trip usually do not last long
Source; questionnaires and interviews
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labtef» Cotmnenis en tainitig «@6 / aeward Wuwth
îÿatfg Stetanfe
-maiKtatory progression with âme lim its
-some type o f performance appraisal with individual program development plans 
-more tiaintDg before you become a steward, should have to take the courses before you 
acâvely start the jt *
-more contract interpretation seminars
-more communication and leadership courses (not just weekiong but one day things)
-stewards should be on as many committees as possible so they can see other active members 
at work and draw on the positive atmospheres, to make the general membership aware o f 
why the union needs strong willed people to keep the tight ongoing 
-yearly "refresher" for people who have completed Level 3 
-semi-annual contract interpretation education sessions with stewards and ERO's 
-study their own contract; steward courses; communication; leadership 
-counselling course almost a necessity 
-leadership
-increased quantity and quality o f workshops with concentration and serious role playing - 
enabling the individual to apply the knowledge accumulated in the proper way at the proper 
time while created in a controlled manner to management pressure
CIyM
-labour law (basics)
-more workshops on understanding contract language
-basic management skills so that we may better understand where they are coming from
-insist on leadership/communication
-mediation abilities; updating in skills on a yearly basis
-more hands on training in  arbitrations
-more confidence building seminars by union head office
-communication and people skills
-the workshops dealing with contract interpretation have been the most useful 
-steward-manager contiicts/personaiities
-teach a steward about being more "professional", how to handle their stewardship and not 
use it  as a power trip
-some training on doing group work; running a group and how a group o f coworkers can act 
as stqiport to one another 
-stre% management
I^tsiitfaffLftlgBbeES &.ERO*g 
-training offered is excellent
-I don't know that the c iv il service stewards are taking their excellent training and using it 
-titere are no areas that are not being addressed in  the training workshops 
(table amttmies)
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Tibte 8, Commeote on training «eeds WucatEon pgggrara
-refresher course should only be given to those stewards that are active, because that is 
money well spent
-ait in atf ttte workshops are working very well; structured, also bring to other people with 
expertise in health and safety
-I'm  not aware o f what's in the workshops, it's  been a while since I took them 
-re: arbitration; cost involved, generally pass the information along step 2 & 3 to the steward 
involved; as well as a summary to chief stewards
-after a person has gone through a ll the levels, what we've been doing is having a general 
steward's workshop 2 y^rs  after they've finished a ll the levds. this brings people up u> date 
-it's  the same program for excellent stewards as for the lousy stewards, therefore the content 
is not a problem
-nothing missing; maybe a graduated steward program, put the knowledge to use before 
advancing to another level; however, this is said with reservation 
-stewards seem to enjoy the courses, the socializing, the content, listening to what othem 
have to say
-shop steward training for ERO’s would be good; would have no expectations o f what 
stewards should be doing if  you had not come up through the ranks; although a ll o f the 
present day staff did have involvement in the union before assuming ERO position 
-many take the training and sit on it. they have never processed a grievance, dealt with 
management on any o f the concerns that employees have had.
-re: refresher course, v^id  suggestion, if  it  was one o f my stewards I could get together with 
them one on one for a couple o f hours and go over things
-generally the different aspects that they cover are useful, the program is there, the d ifficu lty 
is making them act as stewards
-some people do not even want the ERO's opinion, they want a legal opinion 
-it's  excellent, it's  second to none. Norm does an excellent j(A  
-the levels are graduated in such a way that the information Ends it's  way home p e rf^tly . 
you're not overwhelmed at the first level, and not overwhelmed at the 2nd level, they’re 
built perfectly
-we may iKed to add some things b ^use  o f the issues happening in the workplace, may 
have to deal with things like layoffs in the workplace; people having their positions declared 
redundant
-re: refresher course; certainly a good idea, may not be applitable to everybody 
the steward workshops are the best I ’ve seen. I've been involved in a number o f unions 
-it takes a long time to get a person to where they are comfortable in  the role o f steward, 
maybe we should expose them to more situations, mote arbitrations (chief stewards), show 
them how to prepare for arbitration (cut down on 1 ^1  costs)
-have to demystify the process, give them more knowledge (arbitration)
Source: questionnaires and interviews
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Table 9. Focus ggeue data Qa_dmies.̂ resBOttsibil{ttes ef the steward
Tratf?-M em te
'go between the employee relations officer uid the member
-represent the local at union meetings
-all other responses word for word from questionnaire
Ctvit Service Members
-I’m very uneducated when it comes to stewards, 1 believe the steward should be there to 
become involved with the contents of employees. That's what 1 believe but not what I've 
experienced on the job
-to listen to the union members concerns and complaints, to motivate other members to be 
active in the union
-to keep other members informed of union happenings 
-to tell the members their rights
-a resource person, a stepping stone, a person to go to when you have questions about sick 
time, contract interpretation
-any Information she gets, she puts up on the bulletin board 
Trade Stewards
-to represent the worker in the workplace, key person to the membership re: collective 
agreement
•to be responsive to members in your area, location; be accurate and complete in handling 
their problems and concerns 
-involved in continuous scrutiny of management
•obligated to educate oneself to a level to handle the commitment you've made 
-the liaison between the workers 1 represent and the ERO
-responsible for interpreting the contract as best I can, and then I am the connection to the 
ERO. I see myself assisting in the grievanœ procedure not performing it 
-I think the duties and responsibilities of the steward are r ^ ly  a reflection of the local itself, 
in the last 8 years that I've been active as a steward, there have been 3 grievances; how can 
you be good at something if  you don't have the experience, it is a very inactive local.
They don’t want to file  grievances 
-counsellor
-each steward is a big part o f communications: they are responsible for getting information to 
every worlq l̂ace in their area
CIvB Service Stewards
-to make sure that the collective agreement is not being violated 
-to represent the union in the workplace 
-to be the funnel between the membership and the union 
(table continues)
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TaMe 9. Focus groups data on dmies/rwixngibiBUes of the stewacd 
C ivil Service Stewards Ccontiaued)
-contract interpretation, you get aiot of people stopping by to find out what tt means, that 
sort of thing
-standing up for the rights of the members, if  the contract is being violated 
-leadership
-once people find out yoû re a steward they come to you with the least little problem
-you become a counsellor, work-related problems that have nothing to do with the contract or
union
-have to watch for people making deals with management
-sometimes they a ll you find out how to get around the contract, to get the o.k. from 
you. and how much trouble they w ill get in if  they do it 
-1 get alot of people coming to me with personal problems
Source; focus group discussions
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Table 10. Focus group data on skilts/quatities a competent steward posseR*s
Trade Members
good writer, good leadership abtlit>’
-good motivator, most people are indiffèrent, so if they can get them interested in the union, 
get them involved 
-tactful
C iv il Service Members
-need someone outspoken, that is not going to hack down
-confidentiality and a moral person
-Tm totally baffied. I don't know what a steward does
-I think people only get involved and find out who people are
Trade Stewards
-respect o f their members, very hard for members to come up to them and tell them their 
problems if  they don't have that respect.
-can communicate, and common sense 
-knowledge o f their contract 
-good communicator 
-self confidence, motivated
-respoitse is very important, you do as much for the person in another workplace as you do 
for the person sitting next to you 
-always be responsive
Civil Service Stewards
-listening skills, communication skills
-I see people with communication skills hut if  they don't have the self confidence it is a 
waste o f time
-assettiveness/aggressiveness 
-fearless in the face of intim idation
-have to know the games because they play a lot o f games (management), one minute they're 
your best friend, the next minute there’s a memo contradicting everything they just said to 
you
Source; focus group discussions
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Table 11. J-'octts group responses on sitBatiOBS that betee
eiEertire
Tntrfg MemWa
-ind iffe rent to the union and negative attitudes
- { can't think o f anything the employer does m make it  d ifficu lt
-because o f work situation my steward is in an enclosed area, so is not in contact with alot o f 
people, there may be problems brewing but because o f distance may not hear about them or 
get the whole story
-a good knowWge o f the union and the purpose o f the union 
Trade Stewards
-most o f our stewards are in locations where they are alone, some o f our steward do not 
want to make waves because they are there alone, and they have administrators, supervisors 
around them all the time, the intim idation can get to you
-we have over 100 workplaces in the county that we’re responsible for, some only have one 
member, the steward might be responsible for 20-25 o f those workplaces 
-always running a little  bit faster to keep up; when we joined there was a meeting where the 
stewards names were put in large letters on a blackboard as the ones to target. It’s awhdly 
hard to get a promotion. People are aware o f that and are not apt to make any type o f 
controvert with the employer until it  really hits them hard
•there are staff in the workplace that i f  you wrote up a job description for them it would be 
"union buster"
-in our workplace the steward gets more respect, they look at you and say this person has 
strengths and assets aitd look at you with respect. In fact, i f  you want protection you 
become a steward in our local 
•you are labelled as "the union guy"
C fe il Servffig Ste sa itfe
-coworkers are not informed, or i f  they are informed they're not w illing h) make waves; 
even i f  you go to them and point out a contract violation, it  won't even get to a grievance 
where they sign something because they're not w illing to push it; people are scared 
-management and supervisor that think just because it comes out o f their mouth it's  gospel, 
people diat try to intimidate
-conflict because my supervisor is a union member as well, wanted me to use overtime for 
coming here today, she does my performance evaluations, denies roe pay increments 
-members who do not hie grievances
Source: focus group discussions
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Table \Z^  Pereetved benefits of the steward rote
liajfe-M em beis
-you know more about what's going on from attending union meetings 
-you are in closer contact with the president so you get information, and talk to other shop 
stewards
-satisfying in  itself, making it a better, fairer workplace
Ira fe -S te ffa rtfs
-it's  being able to help people who can't help themselves 
-more o f a counsellor than anything, and that makes me feet good 
-self satisfaction from not being walked on
•I have the respect o f my employer, they'll call me for my interpretation o f the contract 
-I appreciate the learning process, the education that I can give, more aware o f what your 
rights are, a social justice type o f thing
-respect o f the support services, the management people would rather shoot me than see me 
-you don't get involvW in this for selhsh reasons b%ause i f  you do it ’s the wrong place to 
be
-the in itia l reason was that if  i'm  paying dues. I ’m going to know where they’re going, and 
after that people were so uninvolved. People appreciate the fact that you're involved to help 
them, that you're serious you're not afraid o f management 
-respect from your members
-gives you the o f^rtu n ity  to see that the glass is not only half empty but half fu ll 
-you get to communicare with others like today, to see that it ’s not only gloom and doom, to 
give you a boost
-just the ideas o f coming to this session today brought a whole lot o f other ideas to mind, got 
a lo t o f communication within our own group, how they handle things and it was positive
C lvtf
self satisfaction
-got involved because I was tired o f being lied to and 1 wanted to find out myself what my 
rights were 
-self interest
to see that coworkers are being treated fa irly within the contract 
'd ie  knowledge that you learn o f your own contract 
4tecome a leader where oAers look to you for advree 
-become more involved 
-1 don't think there are benefits
-it is great training but you take a lo t o f flak when you're in the position 
-I don’t  know that there are any benefits 
(table continiies)
4S
TaMe U . P&rcdved benefits of the steward rote
Executive MemNfs and ERO*s
-personal satisfaction when they resolve a situation 
-gives them the feettng of a little  b it o f power within the workplace 
" if  l*vc got there's no one who can express that problem better than I can m yseir, that's 
what got me involved 
acquire training
-people that are really involved gel alot o f personal satisfaction
-my membership is 90% female, they've fe lt the need to do sometfting for a long time; men 
moreso like to prove a point, whereas women jttst want the situation to be remedied 
-possibility o f career change, advancement
self satisfaction, know l̂ ge. well informed, know what's expected o f me. what's involved 
-opens a door, education, world o f opportunity as far as what one can learn, advancement 
-can get out o f it what you put into it, you learn about your employer, the law. endless 
possibilities
-an entry level to the union
Source: focus group discussion and interviews (Executive &  ERO's)
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Tabte 13L Ëtois gBiapjatfflKnents m  traintgg/«tttcattgaitEDfce«n for Rewards
Tratfe Steianfe
-there’s no follow up after level 3, unteæ you are in  a very active local where there is a tot 
o f grievances, you need a refresher murse o f some type
4 agree, there should be an annual refresher course/workshop, where you see the person still 
has potential (i.e. but does not file  grievances because o f intimidation). ! would like to see 
in these workshops more role-playiî  and insistence that these people get involved 
-w ithin the local a semi-annual contract interpretation education session, where the ERO 
comes out and sits down with the active people and stewards, throws out situations that we 
have to took at the contrat and see if  it's  a grievance or not.
'the one flaw in  the whole results from the workshops was that Utere s s till an inability o f 
people to react to management. The area is not serious enough. When you’re in the rote 
playing and you wnvince the steward that this is a serious situation and that he better act 
accordingly then you’ ll get the necessary response.
-afrer workshops I ’ve seen both extremes hap^n in  the action o f stewards; some go back and 
do not react when intim idât»! by management whereas others overreact 
-there should be something instituted into the workshops so that people essentially w ill react 
automatically, as they should.
-maybe a chief steward workshop, so that you can teach them the correct reaction, since they 
look to you for advice, guidance
- if they are going to preach restraint then at the very least have a chief steward workshop 
which w ill prepare you to put on a inlocal workshop as a refresher situation. Give them 
(chief stewards) not only the information but the tools to do it
week long workshops in Antigonish I strongly recommend for stewards, but one thing they 
don’t have is a weeklong course for stewards, they cram everything into 2 days. The 
weeklong political economy course for example
-would like to see workshops with case histories that deal with everyday issues, possible send 
out a survey to see what are the most common problems that stewards have to deal with, 
whether it ’s sick leave abuse or whatever and have some case histories available to 
discussion and some reasoning as to why it went this way or that way. i.e. due to 
geographical location or difrerent labour laws in the province, the whole works, ft ’s 
surprising when you go to arbitration how often case history comes up. Personally, I would 
like to be more educated on this stuff
Civil Stewards
-do not help confidence (consensus)
-workshops are informative, get good practice, you l%m from them but they do not help you 
understand what you’re up against 
need to d«d more with role playing and âtuational examples
-most things come up as surprises and are more d ifficu lt to deal with than if  you’re prepared 
-in the role playing; show the right way and possibly the wrong way to handle the situation.
(table continues)
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Table 11. Focus tfroup commetits on training/educalton program for ĵ ewards
-Although we changed roles te. employer, steward, employee, we didn't know which 
situation was right and it was hard to tell which was the best way
-you also have all the people that are beginning stewards, none o f them know the role they're 
playing; o f mattager. they're not fam iliar with grievances, so you’ve got a role play situation 
where they don’t have the experience of what they're doing
-have experienced stewards come in and act as management so they know the kind o f 
presentation that one would deal w ith, as opposed to novices who have no experience 
in alot o f stewards, they are stewards because they've applied to be stewards, they don't 
have any skill as such, they just think they'd like to do it. or someone has coerced them I
think what we as active stewards have ;o do is screen people, so that they realize there's a
job involved, one that needs to be done relatively well
-have to address the issue o f confidentiality at workshops, it's  mention»! but not stressed. 
People don't seem to realize the importance of confidentiality, or the lack o f and people 
can’t seem to put themselves in the position o f the griever. They don't see their position as 
one o f trust and if  they violate that people won't come to them with problems
I feel that after a chief steward has finished the level 3/level 4 there should be another level
that is sim ilar or close to what an ERO does because I think that all chief stewards should 
have the ability to deal with grievances right up to level 3. I f  we do that we w ill find that 
stewards are more confident, especially stewards in areas that don't have a lot o f grievances, 
don't get exposure to writing grievances, they tend to get stagnant. A course that gives a 
bit more and better understanding o f the grievance process.
-I think there should be refresher, it's  probably been five years since I took the level 3. a
refresher to remind us o f what we're out there for
if  you don't file  grievances, you lose that ability, how to find the clauses and how to file  
and write up that grievance. If  we do that (course) it gives us a bit more confidence 
-there should be a way to communicate with stewards more often between the union and the 
steward. Let us know where the union is going, ie. travel allowance, those are the nuts and 
holts types o f things that people want to know about
the steward program is good for receiving information but the practicality in the long run is 
not working out because you’re not getting enough people involved in the process 
I think it is nuts and bolts, but it doesn't te ll you how to drive the car 
workshops should present the real situations that you’ ll be up against as a steward
Trade Members: general membership course
I found it good 
very informative
agree about building a component into the membership course informing us about the shop 
steward role
Source: fiwus group discussions
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Duties and responsibiKttes of the steward
Table 3 presents ibe duties and responsibilities obtained from the 
written responses o f focus group members and the interviews o f the union 
executive and employee relations officers. The main duties identified by both 
trade and c iv il service stewards were contract interpretation, filing  grievatwes. 
representing members concerns in the workplace, acting as a liaison between 
the members and the union, and the dissemination of union information to 
members. The focus group discussion reinforced those duties and 
responsibilities (see Table 9). As well, stewards remarked that members often 
came to them with personal problems, requiring them to act as a counsellor. 
Non contractual difficulties often required stewards to act as mediators 
between a member and management. Stewards, generally, represent the union 
at any disciplinary meetings for members. Both groups o f stewards also 
believed that it was their duty to enforce the Collective Agreement in the 
workplace; that is, to watch for actions contrary to the Collective Agreement
Some c iv il service stewards cited a need to watch for illegal deals made 
between management and individual members, and for intentional violation of 
the Collective Agreement by members (see Table 9>. However, this issue was 
a greater concern for the trade stewards. The trade stewards described a need 
fo r the continuous scrutiny o f management, to act as a "watchdog" on behalf
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the members, and to "police" the Collective Agreement.
Trade members believed that the primary responsibilities o f the 
stewards (see Tables 3 and 9) were to ^present members in the workplace mtd 
at local union meetings, interpretation o f the Collective Agreement, to promote 
union involvement, and to serve as a communication channel between member 
and union. C ivil service members identified similar duties and responsibilities. 
In addition to those duties and responsibilities cited by the trade members, the 
c iv il service members cited the need to listen to members concerns and 
problems, to be a source o f support in conflicts and h> represent the member 
in meetings with management (see Tables 3 and 9).
Executive Members and ERO’s provided similar duties and 
responsibilities o f the steward (see Table 3). These included contract 
imeipreiaiion, dealing with members concerns, disseminating information to 
the members, encouraging union participation, and acting as the union contact 
to members. Grievance handling was mentioned frequently and most fe lt that 
stewards should handle the grievance at least to the fust stage including 
determining whether a violation o f the Collective Agreement has in fact 
occurred. I f  so. an attempt to remedy the issue through a meeting between the 
member, the supervisor, and the stewanl should occur. I f  the grievance was 
not resolved at the meeting, then the steward would be responsible for putting
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the grievance into writing. Most maintained that the steward should he 
involved in the grievam^ process up to this stage. Some believed a competent 
steward should be involved to a greater extent in the process, beyond the first 
level.
Q w Utfesft ptgsessed fey ajcpgipetewfjieffard
Both the trade and c iv il service stewards concurred that a competent 
steward should be a leader, a communicator, a facilitator and a mediator, as 
well as being knowledgeable about the Collective Agreement and grievance 
process (see Table 4 and 10). in addition, the steward should possess good 
listening skills, have an understanding o f the union movement, and have good 
judgement and people skills. The steward should k  accessible to members, 
and have their respect.
In terms o f personal qualities stewards are expected to be self 
confident, tenacious, assertive, fa ir, and remain calm under duress. The 
steward must be capable o f maintaining confidentiality when dealing with 
members concerns. Stewards must be able ro grasp the "real" situation, to 
d ^  with various personality types, and to have good writing and presentation 
stalls.
The trade and c iv il service members agreed with the stewards on the
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necessary qualities and skills that a steward should possess (see Tabte 4).
C ivil service members believed that stewards should have a knowledge o f 
union policies and rules, the union structure, and the Collective Agreements, 
that they should have the ability to resolve things expediently, and to be 
nonconlroRtational. Members fe lt stroitgly that the steward be approachable, 
and a good listener, a "people person". The steward should be caring, 
dependable, trustworthy, fa ir and objective. A steward should be able to 
recognize a concern and know the correct course o f action to take. The 
steward should be a IW er, a communicator, and assertive.
C ivil service members added that it  is desirable fo r the steward to be 
outspoken, and to be a person who w ill not back down from an issue. They 
also stress the importance o f the steward maintaining confidentiality and acting 
in an ethical manner. Some c iv il service members could not articulate the role 
played by the steward nor the skills to carry out that role.
Trade members added that the steward should be strong-willed, htetful 
and respected by fellow union members (see Table 4). In addition, they 
believed that the steward should be able to face people and fight for rights, be 
presentable (i.e. cleancut), as well as being able te motivate others. They also 
believed the steward should be a motivator and tactful.
The Executive Members and ERO*s reinforced the skills and qualities
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cited by the stewards and members. They concurred that the steward should 
have the ability to took at both sides o f an issue, to stand up to the employer, 
not be easily intimidated, and to be a "people person". As welt, they also 
emphasized communication, listening, organizational and public speaking 
skills, along with honesty, self-assurance and confidence, consistency o f 
action, maintaining confidentiality and having a knowledge o f the Collective 
Agreement as desir^le qualities.
In terms o f skills, the ERO’s and Executive Members added reasoning 
skills, radooal thinking, and the ability to compromise. They saw the steward 
as beipg able to distinguish between fact and fiction, between a grievance and 
a complaint, and being able to fe ll a member that his or her complaint did not 
constitute a grievance.
Siteattons Uiat jmpedeĵ ewapds injhe cxeaitian of tbeir role
Many situations make it d ifficu lt for stewards to do their j t *  (see 
Tables 5 and 11). C iv il service stewards noted the d ifficu lty in  getting time 
o ff work for union business, and the members’ apathy. They also cited the 
pnAlem that many members appear to be uninformed ^ u t  their Collective 
Agreement and perform actions that are in violation o f it. Members also fear 
retaliation from management resulting in an unwillingness to stand up for their
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fights and file  grievances. Anti-union attitudes, expressed by both 
management and fellow union members and poor management practices are 
also cited as problems. A t times, problems result from a fellow steward's lack 
o f knowledge and lack o f confidence. Job stress and busy work schedules also 
impede the c iv il service stewards.
Trade stewards also mentioned the reluctance o f members to pursue 
violations o f the C o ll^tive  Agreement and they rtoted the d ifficu lty imposed 
by the time restraints and dte inability to locate an area where they can talk to 
a member in private. As well, many members fear rqrrisal from management 
(see T i^le  5 and 11). The geographical layout o f Uteir constituencies are also 
impediments, in  some locals, a steward's members are distributed over an 
entire county and the cost o f long distance calls lim its discussion o f members 
concerns. Poor contract wording, combined with an anti-union management, 
creates a d ifficu lt situation. The trade stewards also state the situation o f 
poorly or uninformed members and supervisors regarding the subject matter o f 
the Collective Agreement. Stewards who do not undergo the appropriai 
training before taking up their duties place a heavier workload on the more 
conscientious stewards. As well, in today's Konomy, fear o f job loss creates 
a situation where members are concerned only about their own problems and 
are easily intimidated by management. Members also develop unrealistic
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expectations, the stewards are placed in a d ifficu lt position where they have to 
defend individuals who have given weak or false information.
Both trade and c iv il service members echoed many of these same 
concerns. C ivil service members cited the isolation o f certain workplaces, 
shiftwork, and time constraints as impediments. They also believed many 
stewards were not interested in  being stewards. Trade members also noted 
the steward s workload as a problem Table 5). They also felt that 
stewards created many situations which served to undermine the steward's 
effectiveness. For example, a steward's lack o f knowledge about union issues 
did not invoke o f sense o f trust from the members. Stewards who were 
outspoken on issues of no concern to the members tended to lose respect.
The Executive Members and ERO's listed the ability to get bme o ff for 
union related duties as a major problem. They also remarkW on the anti- 
union attitudes o f management, and the unwillingness of employers to allow 
union business to take place in the workplace. They knew stewards were 
subject to harassment, veiled threats and intimidation. Stewards may not feel 
comfortable handling certain problems or a personal bias may impede effective 
action. As well, member's may not be comfortable taking all issues to the 
steward (i.e . matters o f medical confidentiality, harassment). Situations 
occurred where the member bypassed the steward completely and contacted the
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NSGEü head office directly.
Areas In which stewards should expend addlttonal ttme/eRdrt
A lt o f the trade members worked in close proximity to their steward; 
therefore they had good access to a representative in the case o f need.
However, they felt that they would benefit from a brief five to ten minute 
orientation session when they first become part o f the union (see Table 6).
The orientation session would familiarize the new member with the union's 
purpose and objectives, the use o f the union dues and the role o f the steward.
The c iv il service members, most o f whom were unfamiliar with the 
steward's roie felt the steward should be better promoted within the 
workplace. They suggested that the steward Aould educate the members 
about the steward's role, be more visible, be available to members, and attend 
local meetings. Some members believed that their steward did not address 
their concerns, did not appear to be knowledgeable about the union and never 
provided them with answers to their questions about the union (see Table 6). 
They wanted a greater effort directed at getting correct information to the 
members, and demonstrating that the union is working hard for the members. 
They also wanted better representation with regard to the interpretation o f the 
Collective Agreement, staff reduction, safety at the workplace, and how the
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union spends its members dues.
The ERO's and Executive Members believed that it would be useful for 
the stewards to spend more time orientating new members to the workplace 
and to the union (See Table 6). They fe lt that the current steward training 
workshops adequately prepared stewards to meet the need o f their members in 
the workplace. Most fe lt that if  a steward was active, there was no need for 
special attention in certain areas.
Steward motivaîioB
The trade union and c iv il service union stewards had similar motives 
fo r acting as stewards (see Table 7). They desiral fairness and equality in the 
workplace, to have an input into the workplace decisions, and to put an end to 
injustice.
The civil service members fe lt that stewards were motivated by their 
interest in  the union as well as their concern about the workplace. They also 
believed that stewards desired to help fellow members and to be more 
knowledgeable about the union at the workplace. One member thought their 
steward assumed the position to get time o ff work and to take the courses, and 
then lost interest in doing the work associated with the position (see Table 7).
The trade members fe lt the stewards were motivated by a desire to
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protect members’ rights under the Collective Agreement and to strive for a 
fairer, and more consistent workplace. They also cited the steward’s belief in 
unionism, leadership ability, positive attitude, self-esteem, and ability to 
motivate others as contributing factors.
The ERO's and Executive Members believed that the steward's 
dissatisfaction with situations in the workplace was the primary impetus for 
getting involve (see TAle 7). Rather than sit around and complain, the 
stewards tried to bring about change and to resolve the ineqtûries that existed. 
Olten, stewards did not get involved until they riled a grievance; then they 
witnessed firsthand the ability of the union to help and to resolve pn^lems. 
'Htts firsthand experience led to their involvement with the union and 
willingness to serve as a steward. Their desire to "do the right thing’  
maintains their long-term, continued involvement. Some individuals may be 
motivated to be a steward for the wrong reasons (i.e. free weekends in 
Halifax, power), however, these people usually do not hold the position of 
steward for any length of time.
Beaefits of being a steward
Civil service stewards cited self satisfaction as a benefit o f being 
steward (see Table 12). Trade stewards agreed, and also mentioned the
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education process, the reflect, and the knowledge gained from actic^ as a 
stewaid. By acting as steward, they become more aware o f their rights, and 
were able to help others who could not help themselves. Interaction with other 
stewards was also seen as a benefit. Rank and file  members cited many o f the 
same benefits (see Table 12).
Some o f the ERO's and Executive Members questioned whether there 
were any benefits to being a steward (see Table 12). However, most did cite 
the information gained by being a steward and the self-satisfaction resulting 
from helping coworkers. In addition, ERO's and Executive Members also 
noted that the steward is an entry level to the union, with possibilities for 
advancement into other leadership positions.
Traiatne Needs/Steward Education Pfogtam
The Nova Scotia Government Employees Union has fairly 
comprehensive training programs. A general membership course is offered for 
rank and file  members. Trade stewards have three levels o f training courses; 
c iv il stewards have four levels. In addition, periodic workshops are offered on 
a variety o f topics. Most o f the stewards had completed a ll levels of their 
training. Both types o f stewards fe lt that the union workshops were 
worthwhile.
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The c iv il service stewards felt that the contract intecpretatioo aspects o f 
the workshops were the most useful (see Tabte S). However, they did not find 
that the workshops built confidence (see Table 13). They cited a need for 
additional workshops on communication and people skills, mediation skills, 
management skills, contract language, labour law and leadership (see Table 8). 
They also thought training would be useful on issues o f confidence building 
and the nature o f arbitration. Many believed a yearly steward's refresher 
course would be useful.
Trade stewards also proposé a refresher course (see Table 8). They 
thought the existing workshops could be improved through increaœd role 
playing and re-enactments. One individual felt that even after the completion 
o f the training sessions, stewards were s till un^le  to react effectively to 
management (see Table 13). Stew ards should take the training courses before 
actively assuming the role. As well, there should be a performance appraisal 
o f stewards that would result in an individualize or personalized development 
program.
Trade stewards also proposed a semi-annual contract interpretation 
session to be held jo in tly with employee relations officers, and a yearly 
refresher course for those having completed the Level 3 course. They would 
also like to see one-day communication and leadership courses in addition to
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the weeklong courses that arc offered. They felt strongly about the necessity 
o f a counselling course.
A ll o f the rank and file  members had completed the general 
membership course. They had found the course to be very informative and 
useful. They suggested adding a component that would provide the members 
with information about the role o f shop steward (see Table 8).
The majority o f the ERO's and Executive Members had completed all 
the available training courses. Their overall feeling was that the steward 
training program was excellent, second to none (see Table 8). They bad high 
praise fo r the Education Officer in charge o f training programs. They fe ll that 
the training was very well structured and o f immense benefit to the stewards. 
They fe lt that all areas o f need were being addressed; however, they were 
aware that certain stewards might not utilize the knowledge gainW from their 
training. Some stewards do not appear to put their training into action. They 
believed that a refresher course for stewards who had completed all the levels 
o f training would be worthwhile. One interviewee suggested that such a 
refresher course be offered only to those stewards who were active, to ensure 
that the money was well-spent.
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Discusstoa
The purpose of Ihts study was to gather current information on the roie 
played by the union shop stewards. It a!»> examined differences, if  any, 
between trade union and civil service union stewards. In addition, it evaluated 
training/education programs designed for members and stewards.
Crillat Incidents
The critical incident technique allowW all participants to produce 
behavioural examples based on their experience as stewards, or with stewards. 
The subject matter experts reported incidents in which they were involved or 
had observed. Despite the diversity in the perspective o f (he members, 
stewards, E.R.O.‘s and Exmttive Members, there was a remarkable 
consistency in their behavioural examples, allowing all examples to be grouped 
into four general categories. These categories; collective agreement/contract 
interpretation, grievance handling, member orientation, and job reclassification 
illustrate four primary functions in which stewards are involved. They 
exemplify the important functions of a union steward and typify the statements 
made by the participants in the focus groups and interviews. The relatively 
low number of incidents generated by members compared to stewards most 
likely reflect their lack of knowledge about the role of steward. They are 
either unaware of what a steward is supposed w do or they have had little
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contact with stewards. This may idenüfy a problem area which needs to be 
addressed in future union training workshops. Either more useful information 
dtould be provided to members about the role o f steward: or stewards should 
be given training on how to make their role better known to members.
As can be seen in the examples reported in Appendix L, stewards are 
involved in many incidents which affect the daily work life  o f their members. 
Poor or inadequate performance by stewards may lead to loss o f benefits and 
rights for union members. The incidents also show that stewards devote a 
great deal o f time and effort in  amassing necessary information, setting up 
required meetings and doing whatever is necessary for the successful 
resolution o f various problems.
Taken as a whole, these incidents aptly demonstrate the important role 
that the steward plays in the life  o f the union.
Duties and RespoitsibilUïes o f the Stewaed
The union members, stewards, and Executive Members and E.R.O.*s 
identified a common set o f duties and responsibilities. The steward is a 
liaison, a communication channel between the union am! the member. The 
steward is both a resource person and a source o f information regarding the 
collective agreement. The steward disseminates union information and
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represents members in disputes with management. The steward answers any 
questions about the collective agreement and aids a member in filing  
grievances. The steward encourages the members' union participation and 
education.
Both trade and c iv il service stewards ^recificaUy cite their obligation to 
ensure that the contract is not violated, and to stand up for the rights o f their 
members. The stewards noted the need for vigilance, to keep t£d;s on what 
management was doing as welt as to prevent management making de^s with 
members. Stewards also fe lt their duties included counselling members; as 
many members came to them with personal, non-union related problems.
These duties and responsibilities are consistent with those reported by 
McCarthy (1966) who found that stewards cited negotiation, grievance 
handling and discussions with union members as their primary functions.
Pedler (1974) also notai the steward's function as a channel o f 
communications, as an educator, and as a union representative in meetings 
with management. Partridge (1978) also reported die steward as a 
spokesperson, and as a two-way channel o f communication between the union 
and workgroup. A ll o f these studies, including this study support Nicholson's 
(1976) view that the role o f steward is defined moreso by its informal 
characteristics, such as communications and interperwnal skills.
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Qitamfes/SÎ MfeoJF a ÇQRipst̂ m
Genentlty, both trade and c iv il service members, stewards and the 
Executive Members and E.R .O /s a g r^  on die qualities and skills that are 
needed to be a competent steward. These qualities and skills correspond well 
with the steward’s outlined duties. The steward must be trustworthy, 
responsible, and well informed about the collective agreement and members' 
rights. The steward must be approachable, a good listener and communicator. 
The steward is a leader. This view is consistent with the common perception 
that shop stewards are the unofficial leaders o f work groups (Pedler. 1973). 
Steward leadership functions generally fa ll into initiating action, facilitating 
consensus, and providing the '’fink-pin” with management, other members and 
the union (Pedler, 1973). However, it  is an oversimplification to describe the 
steward as a leader or delegate, as the role varies greatly with the context and 
the members represented (Pedler, 1973).
This study also identified other qualities and skills desirable o f a 
steward. Stewards must not be easily intimidated, they must be assertive, have 
good "people skills", be fa ir and cbjective. The stewards must have the 
respKt o f the members; i f  the req?ect is not present, members w ill not relate 
their problems or have confidence la the steward. Stewards must respond 
consistently to a member's concern. Swwards must be self-confident and also
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decide whether individuals are lelting the truth. They must al% be able to say 
"no" in cases wheie members do not have a grievanw.
SUaatlonslhat impede the steward te the se c tttfo ii o f th e ir rate
The study participants agreed on the impediments to a steward doing a 
good job. Many o f these perœived obstacles are similar to those reported by 
Fisher and Reshef <1992) in a survey o f shop stewards in a Canadian national 
union. Member apathy, problems from the dual role o f memWr and steward, 
complexity of the collective agreement, member expectations, and pressure 
from management are the most cited impediments.
There are many obstacle to being a compe^nt steward. Some o f these 
are beyond a steward*s o^ntrot including personal workload, time restiaiots 
and 3 large menAer constituency. Many cite the difficulty o f widespread 
constituencies, which include several different collective agreements and 
locales. C ivil steward constituencies ranged from 30 to 620 members, trade 
steward constituencies ranged from 10 to 550 members. The range in the 
number o f constituents represented is a sim ilar occurrence in other unions. 
Pedler (1973) found that the average steward represented a constituency o f 73 
members, and 62% o f the stewards responded that their constituencies were 
spread over vanous locations and included several diAerent groups of 
employees. This situation made it necessary for the steward to conform or
understand the values and norms of each separate group (Pedler. 1973). This 
findtng is replicated in the statements o f the stewards in this study.
Some work situations make it d ifficu lt for a steward to leave their 
assigned work areas to meet with their metnbers regarding problems. The 
steward may also have to be fam iliar with different collective agreements and 
various managers in representing large groups of diverse members Isolated 
work areas or physical separation impede communication between stewards 
and members. Some obstacles relate to the specific individuals who act as 
stewards. Some stewards lack knowledge o f their collective agreement, others 
are not trusted by their members. Some lose enthusiasm for the job in the 
face o f indifference or negative attitudes expressed by the members
TTte relationship stewards have with their own supervisors and 
administrators is important. Some stewards feel intimidated by management 
and don't want to "make waves". In some cases, the steward's have the 
respect and support o f management while in other cases they arc labelled as 
"the union guy". Stewarfs have difficulty in getting time o ff for union 
business and finding the time to address all the problems and concerns.
Apathy from union members is a considerable impediment to the 
steward doing a good job (Fisher & Reshef, 1992). Many members are 
unwilling to file  grievances, are fearful o f management reprisals, have little
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tnierest in the union, and do not inform stewards when violations o f the 
collective agreement occur. Many members are unfamiliar with how the union 
works and with the collective agreement. Shttifer and Robertson (1984) 
reported sim ilar problems in terms o f member attitudes. In their study, 
members' unfamiliarity with the futtcttoning o f the union affected attitudes 
towards stewards; in addition, the members did not strongly identify with the 
policies and ideology o f their union. Although the members showed no 
opposition to having the steward rqiresent their intérêts, they fe lt no 
obligation to actively participate in the union or union activities.
Steward
Given the obstacles to doing a good job, why do people become 
stewards? What motivates people to become a union lepresentative in their 
workplace? Mostly a sense o f fairness and a need to ensure justice in the 
workplace act to motivate union members to take upon the role o f steward. 
Stewards are union members who have a desire become more informed 
about the union and their rights, u> see workers treated fa irly under the 
collective ^reement, and to achieve a better, fairer, more consistent 
-.vorMace. These motives are best expressed in the words o f one steward, "I 
want to know what's ha j^n titg  in my workplmte, want to know I'm  being
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treated fa irly , and want la ir tratm ent practised to a il" (Table 7). Others 
wanted to have an input in decisions that others made about their work. Thai 
is consistent with Broadbent (1989). individuals may Income stewards from a 
desire to have input, and inOuence. in the workplace decision-making process.
Instead o f sitting back and complaining, stewards are individuals who 
are inclined take action to resolve and remaly the injustice. Some stewards 
have become involved when, as members, they filed a grievance, and 
experienced a positive outcome which reinforced their involvement in the 
union. Clark (1988) supports this point, " ... a member's perception o f the 
grievance procedure plays a very significant part in shaping that member’s 
level o f commitment to the union, (Clark. 1988, p.6)". Pedler (1973) also 
notes that stewards' motivation derives from humanitarian/idealistic views such 
as helping other members, correcting injustices in the workplace and 
supporting the union, or from more achievement-oriented motives such as 
enjoying a sense o f responsibility and achieving success in disputes.
The findings rqiorted here are consistent with those of Moore (1980) 
who determined that the strongest motive fo r individuals to become stewards 
was an in ^ ility  to %cept disorganization resoitiî  from ineffective or non- 
exisrent member r^nesentation. Members who became stewards had; ” a) a 
sense o f responsibilî  mainly to self, but partly to others, and b> a desire to
have sonie measure of control over the matters which are of immediate 
personal concern in the workplace (M w re . 1980. p. 97»". The data reported 
here echoes these views.
Benefits of the role of steward
There are not many benefits associated with the role o f steward, as it is 
inherently stressful (Nicholson, 1976). Nonetheless, Pedler (1973» identified 
intrinsic benefits associated with being a steward. These included being better 
informed about members rights, the self satisfaction derived from helping 
others and not being take advantage of in the workplace. As well, the ability 
to bring about a fairer workplace, was expressed by the trade members. These 
factors were also cited by the participants in the present study.
In addition, the stewards mentioned the learning prtxess, educational 
opponunities, the exchanged thoughts and experiences with other stewards as 
benefits. The Executive Members and E.R.O. s. most o f whom had been 
stewards, added that the role of steward provides an entry into other leadership 
positions in the union. They also saw the education and training as benefits. 
The ptisition opens a door to a world of opportunity within the union.
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Etectioa ^.RecruftmeiitJ^tstewarcis
A ll but two o f the fifteen stewards involved in this study became 
stewards without opposition. This is not an uncommon phenomenon as 70% 
o f the stewards in Shuller and Robertson's U983) study were also unopposed. 
This lack o f opposition is due in part to complacency and apathy among the 
membership and the unwillingness o f most people to take on the extra 
responsibility and workload. Many members also do not want to be placed in 
a position o f conflict with management or to be labelled as "the union rep".
Obviously, there is a need to encourage more people to offer for the 
steward position. Participants believed that it would be useful to provide more 
detailed information o f the steward’s duties, responsibilities and obligations, as 
well as the amount o f time involved in that role. Clark (1988) believed that 
since tite role of steward is generally seen as undesirable, incentives would 
have to be used to recruit people to the position. The^ could include better 
compensation either in pay o r in time o ff. greater union staff support, and 
incp^sed status o f the steward position. Consideration could also be given to 
special steward-related apparel, materials, social functions and office space. 
Clark (1988) also suggested reviewing the accessibility o f stewards to the 
membership, improving their physical proxim ity, and increasing the number o f 
steward representatives as incentives for people to assume the role. A ll of the
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infurmation obtained is this study offers support for these suggestions.
Tratntng Needs I Steward Education program
The steward education program currently in place at the N.S.G.E.U. is 
highly successful and is integral to increasing the steward's knowledge and 
ability to fu lfil their union obligations. The rank and file members found the 
general membership course to he useful and informative, however, they 
suggested that content be added on the role of the steward and the process by 
which one becomes a steward.
The importance o f training cannot be overlooked. Education influences 
the steward's ability to solve problems (Shuller &  Robertson. 1984). Training 
also helps stewards deal with conflicting demands faced in the role and in 
reducing role ambiguity. Training should include the role expectations o f the 
steward position (Martin & Berthiaume. 1993).
Ellinger and Nissen (1984), in evaluating steward training asked 
trainers to identify the one content area that should be included in any 
program; 82'? felt the essential topic was the investigation, identification and 
presentation skills of grievance handlittg since this was the greatest area of 
responsibility for stewards and their most important function. Twelve percent 
identified inte«personal skills, communication, motivation and coping with the
7>
day to day stresses of the steward rote ttttinger & Nissen. 1984) The 
stewards in the present study responded simitarty when asticd about further 
training needs. They also felt the need for some type of refresher course, 
whether format or informal Shuller and Robertson (1984) believed that 
regular contact between stewards and reinforcement of previously learned 
material were necessary for the effective use o f skills and knowledge. I'he 
stewards also felt it would be useful it ome away from the courses with some 
t)'pe of evaluation of how they perfomii-w in the course, as well as an 
individual plan for their future development. The Executive Members and 
E.R.O.'s valued the existing education programs and endorsed the concept o f a 
refresher course.
Job Description
Tlte present study amassed considerable data on the role of the union 
steward. This information illustrates tlie steward's role and function in the 
1990's and is consistent with data from the more recent literature. One 
purpose of job analytic material, like the tj pe presented here, is to develop a 
job description. Figure I presents a sample job description based on data from 
the present study and material presented in the steward's manual of the Nova 





Seportii^ to the Chief Steward or alienuktively to the presideot o f ibe uotoa loeal, the 
shop stewani is accountable for personal communication with emton members, enforcement of the 
culEectiveagreenKnt, the resolving o f complaints, processing of giievsnces. sod enhancing the role 
of the union.
NaUtry
Thrsi II OIK i}f K v c ttl oihcr umtui fW «sni po iilio n i rcponiog lo  dw ctnctuew ud/pisiiiteelarthe iocat. Others 
ftpo a m g  to  the ficftieia ineWe v ice-pm idea ia  t i )  end ■ leerewy treeuuer. Where the unitM total n  a luge 
organuationof dtvene functioaal group*, local mb unit* o f the o f the local may be put in  place. Where (hi* occur*, each 
iha lt Etcve a ihop newacd ponlmo.
The ahcp itewetd poatiton i*  one tteeped in union tuuory. t i # ** put in  place «tien the Snt uohks note 
otganued The hincltonssnd authority o f the poutronhave been changed over the years with the functioo* becoming more 
broad and the asthoruy to isatigaie 'wild cat* rlrWiea hecontic^ tbmisiiheiS. The need to have esceDets comEQUKCfticKi*
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in  tnlcrpcrM'naJ hasi-i « ith  cmpKHïVN ts ftfsjotnfJ pn»Wfm> when ihcx lirvt tKcm i-. ti> f'c
puPtiii'J Fftc unii’n \tew if j  cnhintCN the mfe of the unton hv unJefxtinJiFijt the pn'htent in J  the crrtphnee . newjv'rnf 
then u im g  effective actB>fi on a lit«et> ha>ri
A kev (tinctwn is to enlivec the collective igiecmcni Pie unum ctewaitj muvl have •teUilevI kttotvTeJpe nt 
the clauses a itj thctr tnterpreuiina, ftaRiculaciv o f those nhrch te late to the etnphtvcev within then lUtisJicCti’n
W o tl fctalcJ pfoblcna of the emplovees jie  to he uWetstood with the fswitioct of the emplovee hemy 
advocated in tepresentatron lo minayemern t f  retttiested h> the emplovcc. the union steward ituv attend doctpUn.irv 
interviews to advise the cmplovce o f hts or her nghls. (Ithet empluvee proWemc arc lo he assoted in pn*yr.uiis piesemis 
in place or contctnptaled fhc henefits of union participalion are to he commumvated to new emphwees hpenal 
programs are In he put in place to ertcoutase panicrpaiton o f inactive emplovecs in union activities
The union steward develops understanding o f issues, functions and practices hi attending seitvinais 
workshops training sessions, etc (hher mcmhcrs are also encouraged to attend appropriate sessa ns
policies, procedures and the union's position on r s u c s . mgether with associated reasons arc c , iiiuiunicated 
lo emploi ces As well issues of concern to eniplovces are communicated to union officials Ahsolulc cotitiilritli.ilil\ 
of emploiee s personal issues, pn blems etc is maintained unless olltcnv ise aulfmtved h i the rmplovce \ o  bias is 
Countenanced on the basis o f colour, religion ethnic origin etc
Preparation o f reports, the administration of records, lilcs etc is earned »ut Partis utar emphasis is jilaicd  
on memhetships records, the pnwesstnp of grievances, forms, etc the incumhcitt relates to cmplovecs futciocn. 
supervisors and management intcmallv and externally to union offucrs negotiating and other vonrntmecs as well as 
i-oomltants
rtie major challenge o f this pi'sitioti is to represent the memhers positoin ti ui inapemeni when pri.Wrm-. m 
the workplace occur This may be within tlie terms of the cnlteciivc agtvvment or otherwise
Specific Accoantabilities
I R csp iind  to  a ll c o m p la in ts ,  grievances and other issues rawed hy e n ip l sees tra m  at» jn jc r s i in i l in e  ■>( i l i r  
em ployees p o s itn iii and a jv o s jtc  that po'rtn if»  if) rvso tirng  the po  M crn  in  m eetings w .m  (n a n jc r iik 'n t cis 
I  Vttam a deta iled  know ledge  o l the i  llcs tive  a rieem ent and die n it r rp ic la l io ii  * it  i l ju s e s  c.pxx la llv  llu .sc
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w bw it a fT e c t the enqitayee* wtehtti (he loiioatte^^enfe reipectfvs jitru d ifb o a  PdEK-s the epesmeo» eitaw iog 
that ( II cC tuKi ere mqikmeraed.
P rw e it form al gnevaiKsaa* per the eollecbve ayeemsm no a tim ely basa, » h ile  attenqma; (nohttton at each 
(tags Of level o f proceaaiog
M eet w ith and tn fro ^ce  ae* employees to  ottier untoa membem. aa tu i tn  (he ir iotegraboo «tthict the umon 
w ith  associated u o io A  tarda being sifoed.
Oeaente w w  pmgnma aod u tilize  e n ttiitg  ucienpragreffla to  advanceparticipatioa hy itmoa raetnhen. Special 
etnpbasii la to be placed oo taaciive and new membei# The tttenda itte  at tegular tneeoogm. educattoaal 
w oftshopa. tecntoars, tra im i^  searoai, etc t t  to  be promoted.
Maincaio and etdtance good intetpenonal communkatioaa w idt employees, w ithout bias. Ftuvtde assistance 
to  solve Ih e if problema wbttc tnaiotaiomg ttecetsary conGdeatiahty. Communicate tmionpohcy aod the positiaa 
on issues w ith tm detfying teatoita to  the tnetnhetahip D ittffbu te  publkatio ita , tnfonnaboa tekases. etc. usi%  
b tttk iin  boards, union meelipga and individual contact.
E nnite that union manuals, leporla, forma. Slea. etc ate m aitiuioed on a consistem basts Files on 
complaints, grievances and their resolution are to  he prepared and acted on a tim ely basts 




The principal Umitation of the present study is the representativeness of 
the sample. The stewards and members who participated were thought to be 
the best representatives of their population. They were not chosen randomly. 
However, this small groups provided a great deal of information about die role 
o f the union steward. A il had taken the general membership course, indicating 
some interest in the union, however, several did not have much personal 
con^ct with their steward or a good understanding o f the steward's rote. 
Therefore, some qualificatioas must be given to the data obtained from the 
rank and file members.
Future Research ComideraUons
This comprehensive examination o f the role o f union steward suggests 
many areas for future research. It would be useful to replicate the present 
study with a larger sample o f stewards and members, in order to further 
validate the general nature of the findings. Alternate research techniques such 
as tog books or diaries could also be used. Along this line, greater attention 
should be given to the specific areas addressed by stewards and the amount of 
time devoted to specific duties.
The leadership function of the steward was not examined in great depth
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in this study. Stewards do not generally tend to be "natural leaders" (Moore, 
1980). Future research should explore this avenue of stewardship.
Cottdttsions
The union steward occupies a key position as the union representative 
in the workplace. The steward acts as decision-maker and facilitator to rank 
and file membership activity (Nicholson, Ursell &  Blyton, 1980). The steward 
has a critical impact in the grievance process (Dalton &  Todor, 1982). The 
action and comportment of the steward in the grievance procedure plays a role 
in a member's perception not only o f the process itself but o f the union in 
general.
The steward’s handling o f a grievance also plays a significant role in 
shaping the member's degree of union commitment (Clark, 1988). A great 
deal of grievance handling takes place informally and may or may not result in 
a grievance being hied (Broad, 1983). Many o f the duties o f stewards involve 
answering questions in regard to the collective agreement. Questions are often 
the first st^e of a grievance procedure, determining whether violations o f the 
collective agreement have, in fact, occurred. The steward’s approachtdiility 
and accessibility are critical elements in this process.
It is difficult to clearly define the role o f steward due to the diver»ty o f
SI
contexts in which a steward operates. Brtmd (1983) stated the need for 
stewards to he tlexibte in their leadership and to have the ability to adapt to 
the situation and context. What is noteworthy in the present study is the 
consistency in views about the role o f steward obtained from rank and file 
members, stewards and the Executive Members and Employee Relations 
Officers. This consistency was maintained across the data collation 
techniques, further validating the accuracy ot the obtained information.
Interestingly, Uiere did nor appear to be any significant differences 
between the civil service and trade union stewWs. Both contexts included 
managers who were supportive and respectful of the steward, and others who 
expressed anti-union attitudes. Overall, a consistent picture o f the role o f 
steward emerges across all groups studied. The job description presented in 
Figure 1 represents this view of the steward.
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APPENDIX A
Please answer the foUowIng questions. Please do not put vour name an>^here on this page.
AU Information is anonymous and confidential.
t. E am a male
2. My age is
female
years.
3, 1 have been a member o f the NSGEU for years.
vears.4. ( If  applicable) I  have held a union leadership/shop steward position for
5. ( I f  applicable) In my role I represent (number) o f people.
5. I have participated in the following training workshops/courses: Please circle and 
indicate how useful you found each worlcshop. 1 = very useful 3 = somewhat useful 5 = not 
very useAd
\T S  NO a. LEVEL 1
NO b. LEVEL 2
\E S  NO c. LEVTL 3
YES NO d. L E \T L  4
YES NO e. litfocal w-orfuhap-cantract
c b u * negotiation
YES NO f. NSGEU weeklong school;
ceBitniiRication
YES NO g. NSGEU weeklong school:
leadership shills
YES NO h. NSGEU weeklong school:
political economy
YES NO i. ARLEC
YES NO j. Labour College of Canada
YES NO k. Labour Council Workshops
YES NO I. NS Fed of Labour Workshops
YES NO ra. Labour Council; onion
counselling program




























7. Do you expect to offer fo r any NSGEU position in the future?
yes no (please circle)
APPENDIX B
Ptease answer the following questions. Please do not put vour name anywhere on this page.
Ail information is anonymous and conndentiîd.
i.  I am a male
2. My age ts
female
years.
3. I  have been a member of the NSGEV for years.
years.4. <lf applicable) I have held a union leadership/steward position for
5. (If  applicable) In my role I represent _____ (number) of people.
6. I  have participated in the following training workstn^s/courses: Please circle and 





















e. NSGEL' î eektong school;
coiQinuRic.vtiea
L NSGEL' weekloag school: 
leadership shills
g. NSGEL- weehlotig school;
political economy
h. ARLEC
t. Labour College of Canada 
j .  Lalwur Cotiticil Workshops 
k. NS Fed of Labour Workshops

























expect to offer for any NSGEU position In the future? 
y% no (please circle)
APPENDIX C
Ptease answer Ae following questions. Please do not put vour name anvwltere on this page.
All information is anonymous and confidential.
1. I am a male female
2. My age is  years.
3. I have been a member of the NSGEU fo r years.
4. (If applicable) I have held a union leadership/shop steward position fo r years.
5. {If applicable) In my role I represent (number) of people.
6. 1 have participated in Ae following training workshops/courses: Please circle and 
indicate how useful you found each workshop. 1 =very useful 3-^mewhat useful S=not 
very useful
YES NO a. GENERAL MEMBERSHIP COURSE 1 2 3 4 5
YES NO b. OTHER I 2 3 4 5
YES NO c. OTHER 1 2 3 4 5
7. Do you exp^ to offer for any NSGEU position in Ae future?
yes  no____
APPENDIX D
GENERAL Q l^ T IO N S
1. What do you feel are the main duties responsibilities of the steward?
2- What situations make it difficult to do your job effectively?
3. List qtialitifô and skills that a competent steward possesses.
Hliat qualities/sttuatioQs in tbe workplace prevent you from doing your Job well?
5. Approximately how much time do you spend per week on steward duties?
6. What changes would you like to see in the workplace that would make the steward s
job easier?
7. List any training areas/sJdtls that you would tihe to see offered for stewards to 
improve one's ability to do the job.
8. What motivates you to be a steward?
9. Did you come into the role of steward unopposed? yes   no
If  yes, why do you think you were the only person to offer for the position?
APPENDtX E
PEN AND PENCIL QLESTIONS
L Wliat do you feel are the matn daties/r^ponslbilUtcs of the steward?
2. Approximately how much time do you think your steward spends on union duties 
per week?
3. List qualities/skills that you feel a competent steward possesses.
4. What quâtities/sUttatioi» in the workplace prevent your steward from being as 
effective as he/she could be?
5, List any situations/areas that you would like your steward to spend more time/e^ort 
on.
WTtat do vou think motivates an individual to assume the rote of steward?
APPENDIX F
BEHAVIOURAL EXAXfPLES HANDOUT
What ts a bchavtoural example?
A behavioural example is a specific and memorable aOion or behaviour that recently 
occurred which serves as a good example of a specific idea or concept. Behavioural 
examples provide an excellent means of illustrating key concepts in specific terms.
Key Characteristics:
1. A behavioural example is specific. It portrays in sufRcient detail an event so 
that several people knowledgeable to the area can easily picture the 
incident in the same manner.
2. A behavioural example focuses specifically on behaviour. It should d^crtbe 
in concise detail what a person did. The focus of the example should be on 
what a person did, preferably in terms of observable actions, in a certain 
situation.
3. An example must briefly describe the context within which the behaviour 
occurred. A limited description of the circumAances helps in understanding 
whether a behaviour was effective or not.
4. The behavioural example should briefly describe what consequences occurred 
as a result of the action. The effectiveness of a specific action is often 
determined by the consequences that result from the action.
ILLUSTRATIONS OF BEHAVIOURAL EXAMPLES:
- A poorly written behavioural example
'The union steward studied the section on grievance procedures a lot while attending a 
union course. As a result, he passed the union steward training course."
- A well written behavioural example:
"The union steward spent a whole night studying the section on grievance proœdures while 
attending a week long union course. At the end of the course the steward could 
competently discuss grievance procedures and regulations. As a result, he was in the top 
25% of those who passed the union steward traixdng course."
APPENDIX G
EFFECTIVE PERFORMANCE INCIDENT
A What were the circumstances tending up to the incident?
B. What did you observe the steward doing?
C. What was the outcome of what the steward did?
APPENDIX H
INEFFECTi\'E PERFORMANCE INCIDENT
A. What were the eircmnstances leading up to the incident?
B. What did you observe the steward doing?
C. What was the outcome of what the steward did?
APPENDIX 1
OPEN DfSCt’SSION QUESTIONS FOR STEWARDS
1. How <to you perceive tlie efTectiveaess of Üte steward program?
2. Aside from tbe educational components, what other forms of 
support can the utdon provide to make your job easier?
a) steward meetings
b) additioaal training - what kind of training: skMb, knowledge,
attitude
3. How would you like to %e the steward rote eqtanded?
i.e. the grievance handling process
4. In what rote do you see the chief steward as a support mechanism: 
What should be their rote in enhancing your position as steward?
5. How frequently should stewards meet?
6. What should be the purpose of steward meeting?
7. On what issues do you spend the nudoiity of your time?
S. How do you feel the workshofK have impacted or contributed to your 
confidence and commitment?
9. a) What are your opinions on the format of the workshops? 
b) of the Friday/Saturday format
IB. What do you feel can he done to encourage individuals to take on the
role of steward?
I I .  What are the benefits associated with the steward role?
APPENDIX J
OPEN DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FOR MEMBERS
I. Wbat {$ yottr relationship like with your stê vard?
2« Do you know the name of your steward?
3. Do you feel your steward does his/her best to reflect your concerns?
4. What do you feel can he done to encourage people to take on the role of steward?
APPENDIX K
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR ERO*S & EXECUTIVE
1. Wbat you fed are the main dutles/respQiisibtUties of the steward?
-dlffisfeace between civil and trade union sectors
2. AppFQximatety how much time do you think stewards spend on union duties per 
week?
3. In your opinion what quafities and for skills do you feel a competent steward
4. What qualftiesfsituations do you feel exist in the workplace that may Impede your 
steward from being as effective as they could be?
5. What are situations or areas that you wcuitd hke your stewards to spend more
lime/eflTert on?
6. What do you think mWvates an Individual to assume the role of stewm*̂ ?
7. What is your opinion of the NSGEU steward program?
S. How effective do you feel the steward procura is in terms of steward
development? What are the diortcomht̂ ?
9. In order to a representative view of the reward's job, it is important to 
have specific behavioural examples of stewards* actions. Try and think of situations 
where a steward's actions were particularly effective.
-What were the circumstances leading up to the incident?
-What did you observe the steward doing?
-What was the outcome of the steward's actions?
b) Now try and recall situations were the steward's performance was particularly 
ineffective (cover same areas as above)
10. Do you think stewards should meet on a frequent basis? How often?
11. Should these meethqp take place during oHIce hours?
12. Wfhat do you feel can be done to encourage Individuals to take on the role of 
steward?
13. What are the benefits associated with the role of steward?
14. Describe ymur itde as ERO (or as applicable).
15. How does the steward program affect your Jcd>7
16. What do you feel the steward should be doing in helping you as related to your job? 





I. aï (he c»Uec(tve agreement requires an employer to give employees 4 weeks notice as to shift 
change. When it became necessary to extend the hours of operation the employer needed to 
change the employees shifts. The new schedule was given to the employees 3 weeks prior to 
the planned implementation date
h> the steward approached the manager and stated that the employees could not accept the new 
schedule as it stood because of the fact that 4 weeks notice was not given.
CÏ the implementation date was ^nanged to allow for 4 weeks notice.
2. a> new employee arriving on the job. never been a union member. As part of the orientation 
process and his steward duties/leadership, the steward recommends a general membership course 
to make the employee knowledgeable o f the union
b> steward signed the new employee up for a day and a half workshop, stating that it would 
help him/her understand the role o f the union. Steward permitted time-off to attend this course 
because he happens to be the employees boss as well.
c> The outcome allowed the new employee to gain good insight and knowledge of the union and 
to be more aware of the union. The employee felt more at ease with this knowledge and where 
the union dues were going and who to approach with a grievance.
3. 3) a casual worker was given hours before an RPT. The coordinator that is responsible for 
scheduling hours thought she was already working that day. She filed a grievance.
b> 1 made sure the grievance was submitted w ithin the appropriate time. 1 sat down with her 
and helped her write it. making sure all the details were included and that it was worked 
properly.
c> the person won their grievance.
4. a> For ihe first time two union members wished to job share Due to the fact that this had 
not happened before, several meetings took place to lay down the guidelines for job sharing t ie. 
ff o f vacation days, relevant deductions, benefits lost and maintained). Agreement was met in 
all areas except long term disability payments.
b> the steward contacted the ERO to clarity the collective agreement interpretation o f the matter 
c) the ERO clarified the collective agreement and the matter was settled.
5. a) Approx. about a week before we went on strike which was determined by negotiation 
falling through the workplace went on a slow down to about 50%, enough to keep us from being 
suspended or fired. We then went on strike for a week then returned to work.
b) a day or 2 later my steward and I were called into the bosses olfice. I was being written up 
and forced to sign the letter. It pertained to the slowdown. 1 didn't want to sign it but my 
steward advised me to and state below disagree
c> A short while later 1 found out through my steward that the letter was removed from my file
INEFFECTIVE INCIDENTS (6-7)
1. a) The collective agreement of our local covers all permanent full-time employees as well 
as temporary full-time employees The collective agreement states specific clauses which do not 
cover the temporary employees. A group o f temporary employees, after reading the col I. agree, 
discovered that the health benefits and superannuation benefits were clauses that di : cover 
temporary employees. They were not however, receiving these benefits.
b> The steward set up several meetings with very angry employees She contacted the ERO for 
further advice.
c> The employees were not satisfied with the union's position on this matter so they hired their 
own litigation lawyers.
2, a) A grievance was filed regarding a junior person getting hours to work before a senior 
person. A grievance was filed
b) The grievance was poorly written and gave few details about the alleged incident
c) the grievance had to be rewritten by a steward from another store. I do not know the 
outcome o f the grievance
3
C IV IL SERVICE ^lEMBERS 
EFFECTIV E INCIDENTS (8-12)
I . a> I was asked what would happen if  a person was on sick leave during an unpaid layoff day
b) phoned chief steward and she looked into it
c) call was returned from chief steward and answer was given through the steward to person 
concerned
2. a) saw a need 
h> encouraged an employee to get union education
c) person accepted the challenge and attended course
3 a) a change in rotation for staffing occurred. In that change-staff member noted a loss in 
shifts (due to the turnover in rotation). She actually worked 1-2 more. This was brought to the 
attention of the head nurse but did not agree. Staff member took it to steward.
b> steward reviewed the rotations. Spoke to head nurse to no avail. The chief steward was 
brought in = no headway. Steward assisted staff member with grievance and accompanied her 
to sessions
c> grievance was won
4. a) staff member requested for more than 2 weeks vacation during summer. Head nurse 
refused.
b) arrange to meet with management. Head nurse and director to discuss this aspect o f the 
contract. Management stand was two weeks vacation only. The chief steward was then brought 
in for further discussion
c) A grievance was not filed, management agreed they would not win a grievance and decided 
to grant the vacation time
5. a) members in the workplace were not atteiKling local meetings, union courses or any other 
union related activities.
b) the steward kept members informed and continuously encouraged members to get involved






I .  a) One employee worked when another should have, because of seniority list
b> called mgr. involved, advised him he called someone in to work with less seniority than the 
other person, he would have to pay both people, he said he wouldn't pay both people to work. 
Then I advised reg. supervisor a grievance was coining in on this
c> before grievance got there the grievor told me he was getting paid for his hours, a phone call 
was made from manager to him.
2. a) employee approached the steward wondering about becoming a term employee <»r full-time 
employee (was currently working as a casual employee)
b) 1/ steward requested pay stubs from previous years to determine number of hours worked 
2/ reviewed contract clauses (definitions of employees, hours of work, trenefiis. etc.) to
determine if  a violation had occurred 
3/ reviewed clauses with employee
c) 1/ set up meeting with manager o f employee (informal step)
2/ upon conclusion of informal hearing - contacted mgr. of Labour relations re. outcome and 
fiirther attempt to resolve 
3/ manager o f Labour relations offered solution 
4/ rej^ted by employee and union steward 
5/ moved to file grievance at level I 
6/hearing at level 1 - presented evidence
7/ employer responded after hearing - met demands o f the employee's grievance for corrective 
action
3. a) there were increased occurrences o f disciplinary letters being issued to members reflecting 
borderline violation o f the contract, member abuse and intimidation by mgt. and emphasizing 
varying degrees o f discipline towards members which were not indicated at their respective
disciplinary meeiings.
b) I verified ihat even though it is not in our contract, case history supports the right of a 
member to have a shop steward present at any disciplinary hinction. I communicated this to the 
membership, informing them to avoid hesitation in contacting their union rep when possible, and 
where time may not permit, advising management that they are aware of their rights to 
representation'*!
c> an increase, possibly in appearance only, o f management adherence to contractual 
procedures. An invitation myself by a member to a proposed disciplinary heariiig. acceptance 
by management of my presence, followed by reasonable disciplinary action, for the situation by 
management, as opposed to suspension which had been the norm.
4. 3> union member (with health problems) was experiencing numerous sick days.
-employer began harassing employee
-several letter written by supervisor were written to employee regarding attendance and included 
in letter were numerous references to specific diagnosis (letters typed by secretary, filed by file 
clerk, reviewed by dept, managers, etc.)
-union member felt she was harassed and that confidential health info, was unnecessarily 
disclosed to other staff
b) 1. for level 1 of grievance. I met with the employer/supervisor and union member to request
a) letters be removed from employee file b) future references to specific diagnosis be terminated
c)leiter of apology to union member
2. level I led to level 2 (ie. filing of grievance)
-counselling was given to employee regarding her absenteeism ie. enforcing union's 
position on sick time abuse; ensuring employee obtained proper documentation when absent; 
advising her of the progress of the grievance
c) somewhere between level 2 aitd level 3 ; supervisor was negligent in violating employee 
confidentiality in regards to her health information. The employer lacked a structured policy 
on I)  who should retain health info, of employees and 2) where this info should be kept 
a new absentee form was generated, consisting o f 2 parts; top part would contain general info 
(ie. staff name; days absent; date o f return; d r.’s name) and this would be kept in employee's 
file in supervisor's office. Bottom (detachable) part filled out by doctor containing confidential 
health info. This part would be placed in head office, accessible only to the CEO and his/her 
assistant, letter of apology was sent to employee
5. a) the boss was getting upset with the number of late arrivals for work in the morning. He 
said that everyone who was more than 5 minutes late from now on would be docked half an hour
pay. so we went to the tocker room to wait til! half past before starting work Boss came in and 
ashed if  we were going to work that day and I said yes but not till half past since we were not 
being paid. He said ok and left When we went to go to work he called us unto his olTicc and 
suspended us indefinitely for refusing an order from him to go to work.
b) I filed a grievance stating that since he had never given us a direct order to go to work the 
suspension was wrong
c> after a step two meeting with the director of operations where I explained my side we were 
re instated and told we would receive our pay. When we got our cheques with the money 4 
months later we were paid for a fu ll 8 hours on the day in question.
6. a) overtime was being worked on Wednesday night and (Name), who was a senior man was 
working in another job on this day. He came to me Thursday and asked why he was not 
included in the overtime shift (a cost of over $I(K) was involved)
b> I went to the warehouse manager and asked him why he had not invited (name) to work 
He told me he was not responsible for tracking down this person and since the announcement 
was made over the PA system, he did not have to worry about it. I told him that since he had 
sent this person out o f the building that day that he was responsible and this person would have 
to be paid or we would grieve.
c) On Friday morning 1 was approached by a supervisor and told that (name) was going to he 
paid.
7. a) employee given written disciplinary letter with respect to poor judgement in a clinical 
situation. Steward approached by employee who felt it was an unfair decision by his supervisors
b) I/gathered evidence from employee including written documents, dates, witnesses, etc 
2/ consulted coworkers re; situation, what they would have done. Put into writing.
3/ reviewed employee's performance appraisals from previous years, attempted to identify any 
hidden agendas (personal conflicts)
4/ reviewed contract clauses in relation to discipline and hospital policies and prwedures into 
environmental leave and return to work protocol 
5/ reviewed health status o f grievor with grievor
c> 1/ met with supervisor (informal step), agreed to disagree
2/ filed level 1 grievance
3/ grievance hearing held grievance denied
4/ filed level 2 grievance
5/ involved ERO in process
6/ level 2 grievance hearing held
I l  managements proposât for resolve accepted by grievor and union
9, a) employer attempted to change schedule/shift changes with only 2 weeks notice (collective 
agreement states you must have 4 weeks notice)
-waiting the required 4 weeks would cost the employer lots o f $S in overtime 
-new schedule (with only 2 weeks notice) was posted for staff
b) l^ve l I ; spoke with employer/supervisor on behalf o f the staff. Both sides o f the situation 
discussed ie. $$ vs. collective agreement
c) new schedule was enforced by mgt. ; but staff were paid overtime for difference between old 
schedule and "new™ schedule for the 2 week period
9. a) a volunteer was brought into a school to do office work (volunteer was a "work 
experience student") and was given duties for more hours (100%) than the regular secretary 
position
b> the steward met with Principal (1st level) and explained if  there was enough work in the 
office to keep a volunteer 100% then the 50% secretary should be given the work as a 
bargaining unit position - not volunteer
c) the Principal itnmediately reduced the volunteer hours to match that o f the 50% secretary - 
making the volunteer work assisting the secretary, not replacing her. The whole process took 
2 weeks and was resolved at the first level.
10. a) a secretary applied for 3 days vacation re; article x o f the collective agreement. The 
principal denied leave because there would be no replacement (as agreed by mgt. in the 
collective agreement)
b) met with Principal and Vice principal stating the collective agreement stated that "leave 
would be granted pending operational requirements '. Since this was April and not bothering 
school registration in Sept. or school closing in June there was no "operational requirement" at 
this time.
c) the principal realized there was no real grounds to base his decision of denial o f leave, other 
than he did not want to answer phorte or take messages, the secretary was granted the leave.
The whole process took 7 days, was resolved at first level.
a
I I .  a> job posting to fill 3 positions for the same job; over a dozen people applied. One o f the 
3 successful applicants was junior to 4 o f the unsuccessful applicants. AU of these pet̂ ple had 
the same skill, ability, knowledge of the job if  not more than the junior person. These 4 
unsuccessful applicants were not happy with the final outcome attd came to the union for advtce
b) First I arranged a meeting with a large group of unhappy members (14). Fspkiincd the 
grievance procedure and listected to their complaints. From this meeting another meeting was 
set up for those who wanted to file a grievance re; job posting. The process was explained to 
these individuals and we proceeded.
there was 5 people originally that wanted an informal meeting with the selection group 
(info was gathered and questioning o f selection)
-from this meeting there were 4 people who wanted to file a grievance. This was 
again explained to them the process and what the outcome could bring
c> first level o f the grievance; these individuals had a chance to explain what happened and why 
they beheve they should be the successful applicant. At this level I had the opportunity to show 
where there were inconsistencies in the scoring and that all these people had more knowledge 
and skill and ability that the junior person.
results: executive director stated a new competition should take place, all three people who arc 
in the job now w ill have to compete with everyone else. The 4 people who grieved were not 
happy with this decision so they decided to go to the 2nd step, just to have the facts heard at a 
higher level. The final result: to clean up past practices re: job postings
trade stewards
INEFFECTIVE INCIDENTS (24-28)
1. a) overtime was worked one night with only a small number of people called back. A senior 
clerk was left out of the shift He approached me and asked if  I would grieve lor him. 
Management maintained that since operation o f a crown forklift was involved and he was not 
qualified that he would not be paid
b) At step 3 of the grievance procedure I told them that since the overtime involved loading 
trucks and a crown forklift cannot be used for this job that they were wrong in denying my 
member his money. The said that another member was willing to testify that he had been 
brought back that night to operate the crown (a very large forklift with stacking capacity of 5 
full pallets)
c) after a meeting of the grievance committee the grievance was withdrawn against my vote
2. a) a bargaining unit position was vacated through a retirement. The school board did not 
f ill immediately causing heavier workloads on remaining members in the department
b) filed 3 grievance on failure to post a position
c> the school board countered with a reply of "because of in-house restructuring the job no 
longer existed". The process lasted 3 months, resolved at the first level (lost), frustrated, not 
in our favour.
3. a) death in the family, management advised employee would be paid then said they wouldn't 
get paid
b) advise person to write up grievance on mgr. work
c) contract stated the employee would not get days paid because o f wording in contract
4. a) member made long distance personal call, did not inform management
h> talk to mgt . gathered facts from both sides, what was the discipline, what was past practice
c) member suspended for I day and had to pay the cost o f the phone calls back
5. a) 1 received a tener o f discipline from our employer recommending the termination of a 
long term employee for consistently ignoring employer policy.
b) I filed grievance.! initiated an investigation into the allegations including the history o f 
problems related to this member, received confirmation in writing that the allegations were true, 
and in addition to contravention of Board policy, they were also in violation o f the Motor 
Carrier Act in a very serious area.
c) A hearing was called for the Grievance committee with the member in attendance. He 
admitted to the accusations yet could not come to terms with the significance o f the seriousness 
of his actions It was voted to withdraw the grievance, the member attempted to sue for lack 
of representation, he was unsuccessfiil.
CIVBL SERVICE STEWARW
EFFECTIVE INCIDENTS (29-46)
I. a) A new position was developed for the workplace without union consultation. It has not 
been given a classification. A job description has been circulated to all mamgers and work 
areas
b> a copy of the new position's job description was given to the ERO.
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c> a policy grievance has been filed. The {wsitton has not been fitted at this time
2. a) staff working "on call” while in their homes were not being paid overtime for the amount 
of time spent “working", ie time spent on phone with patients answering their questions re: 
home dialysis
b) staff were encouraged to keep time recotds from when the pager notified them of a call unlit 
the call was completed. A grievance was then filed.
c) Arbitration is scheduled
3. a) Secretaries in my office had been promised that the civil service commission was lt>oking 
into a reclassification for them for the past year. The secretaries came to me as steward to 
pursue a job reclassification.
b) 1 explained the procedure to the secretaries and supported them throughout the process; this 
included attendance at meetings with the district supervisor who tried very hard to convince them 
he had their best interests at heart and they should withdraw their appeal
c> the reclassification moved along much more rapidly than it had prior to their appeal; the 
secretaries were successfully reclassified and received some back pay.
4. a) My employment anniversary is Feb I . My supervisor does my cvaluaiMwt at that time in 
1993. She lœver wrote my evaluation up. In May of 1993 she instead wrote a letter detailing 
performance shortcomings and stating that she was deferring my evaluation for 3 months during 
which time 1 was to correct my behaviour. In June o f '93 I received a letter from the Civil 
Service Commission saying 1 would be granted my annual pay increment back to May 1. 1993 
(effectively denying my increment for Feb. March. &  April. 1993).
b) my first response was to ask my immediate supervisor why there was a 3 month toss of 
increment. Getting no response from her 1 phone personnel who said increment decisions arc 
based on supervisor of DepuQ̂  Head recommendation. I then asked the District Supervisor to 
look into the matter The District Supervisor reported back that when my evaluation was 
deferred for 3 months I lost increment for 3 months. I wrote the dist. supt. a letter and quoted 
the contract clause that states that I must be notified in writing o f loss o f increment and asking 
him to reconsider his position. When there was no change n the situation 1 filed a grievance.
c) A t second level I won my grievance which got me $400 in increment that had been denied.
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5. a) Our departtnenE had been working on a two shift system
7 30-15:30 and 8 00-16 00 depending on the employee's prefeienee. when the dept, manager 
one day ordered all the members of one shop to report for work for the 8:00-16:00 shift the next 
day. This was against the collective agreement which states that to change a person's shift. 2 
weeks notice in writing (to be posted) is required
b) I informed the employees o f their rights which resulted in two members filing grievances 
which I personally handled. A 1st level grievance meeting was held.
c) The manager conccd«J that he was wrong and returned the employees to the 7:30-15:30 
shifts where they remained without change.
6. a) fastructors in workplace been treated unfairly as opposed to those in other institutions, ie. 
March break, lengtli of teaching year. etc.
b) formulated a petition which was signed by at! instructional staff. This petition was delivered 
to the Minister of Education.
c) the staff were then treated in the same manner as those of similar institutions
7. a) an instructor was struck by a student causing a severe back problem. Management 
allowed the student the right to return to class the next day
b) 11 led a grievance under "unfair labour practices” by maitagement
c> this case is still in process
S. a> management gave to two instructors a directive that the instructors had to go out on work 
experience
b> filed a grievance because both the instructors were working beyond the required # of working 
days
c) through arbitration, the grievance was lost because of the interpretation of the contract re: 
"working days” . This point became an issue for the following rourtd o f contract negotiations
9. a> personality conflict between supervisor and member. Both are union members. Lener 
of reprimand placed in file of the aggrieved
i :
b> meeting with aggrieved, supervisor and H R. rep arranged. Discussion and request for letter 
to be pulled from file. Request for mediator in poisoned workplace dealings to be present 
during discussions between member and supervisor. Request from steward that resented duty 
be deleted.
c) duty deleted. letter pulled from file with memo to that effect sent to all present Vcdiaior 
being sought.
10. a) the steward received a call from a member that she had been suspended front work. 
This individual was suspended several days (6) prior to contacting the steward. She was being 
refused the right to return to work.
b> after receiving the cat! I had the member come to the workplace to answer a few questions 
about the matter. Upon questioning I found the member bad been reprimanded on several 
occasions about lateness and A.W .O.L. and had received letters o f discipline. A grievance w;ts 
filed for "just cause" and suspension
c) After level 3 hearing staff member was reinstated with full pay (no loss o f pay) after being 
o ff for close to 1 month
11. a) supervisor (head nurse) had requested a meeting with steward in her capacu of 
employee. Suspecting a reprimand and possible intimidation steward requested uiuon 
participation. Denied by supervisor. Ordered into office. Steward carried out order but was 
suspended for insubordination, refusing a direct order.
b) questioned the supervisor about the situation After a half hour of discussion established that 
individual bad not been insubordinate. File grievance on just cause.
c> suspension lifted with no loss in pay or reprimand to the member. Head nurse reprimanded 
by her su|%rior for jumping the gun
12. a) An employee who had previously been reprimanded for alcohol use on working hours 
showed up for work severely hung over and still half drunk. He explained this to his supervisor 
and requested a day's sick leave. The next day he went to work, was told to report to the 
supervisor who then demanded his resignations. He complied.
b> Another employee, a friend o f the individual concerned contacted me and asked if I could 
do anything. I told him that could only make the decision when and if  the person themself 
requested it. The friend told the person to call me He did 1 explained that I had to know all 
the detail o f his alcohol use/problem for background and I would do my best, but that there were 
no guarantees as many factors bad to be weighed.
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L» the individual agreed tt> take his chances and grieve the situation and is currently awaiting 
arbtirattim I tr>- to keep him abreast of any developments in his case
13. finiployces had been given inadequate notice of a change in working hours. While most 
were willing to apply for overtime and grieve the fact. some, in a particular work area, were 
reluctant lltese people were told that they did not have to change and did so voluntarily. 
Therefore they fell no ivason to grieve or apply for overtime.
b> In speaking with members of this area 1 explained that it was not the fact that they worked 
or not that was the issue, but rather that they had not been given the requited amount o f notice 
as agreed to in the contract.
c> as a result of explaining the inadequate notice argument to these members, many are now 
filing for overtime for the time worked and to follow through with the grievances.
14. at Unclear of contract interpretation of vacation seniority for various bargaining components 
working in same area, who would have more seniority, i.e. RN. CNA, PNO.
h) reread penineni articles, consulted with other stewards for their interpretation, consulted pay 
office for their version, consulted ERO for verification
ci verificaiion of seniority rights within the workplace, according to areas - years of service 
maintained seniority over differing bargaining components
15. a) A steward was having difficulty dealing with a supervisor, having many confrontations 
about being a steward and her right to represent fellow employees (handling grievances)
b) spt*e with steward to encourage her to follow guidelines laid out in the contract, following 
workplace regulations as well, and to keep personality conflicts aside.
spoke with manager to reinforce the employee's right to have union representation if  tieeded 
and ask her to respect the role of steward
c) BiMh sides seemed better able to deal with the situations at and rather than having personal 
conllicts during the grievance process.
16. a) a member came to tell me that she is a lesbian and that her lover had just been diagnosed
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w ith cerv ical cancer and she w anted time off for family illness
b) 1 told her that unfortunately the collective agreement pre-dales recent changes to the NS 
Human Rights Act and then requested a legal opinion through the l-Rt> a negative response 
came back about )  months later - too late to have helped her situation at the time
c) Together we spt>ke to her supervisor who was prepared to liberally interpret her tl*R> 
overtime and was surprisingly supportive. Ï submitted a proposal to the PR bargaining unit rep 
to amend the collective agreement on spousal benefits etc. for same se\ relationships and 
complained to G A L A ,  to ensure they would also pressure.
17. a) Following a reorganization, 2 members, each with 28 years service found they had to 
compete w ith each other for a position classed higher. Management later amended this offer to 
say they could job-share. The had each expected a reclassification out of the reorgaiii/aiion and 
felt the union was at fault for not fighting for them.
b ) I  physically brought the 2 to (Name) at the NSGFll who fell they should appeal iheir 
classification up 2 levels
c) Human Resources agreed to their reclassification up 1 level (plus 1 increment as one of the 
members was eligible for early retirement) without going to appeal. One of the 2 was then very 
angry that I had not talked him into appealing earlier.
18. a) A distraught member came to me with a letter of reprimand from management I he 
letter stated that he and refused to performs as required He had a one inch thick tile which 
demonstrated he had completed the required tasks and he felt management had a grudge against 
him.
b) Together we reviewed the collective agreement re unjust punishment and coniacted the l-.Rf ) 
who felt he had a clearcut case and a grievance was filed.
e> At third level, management agreed to remove the letter, but to issue an oral reprimand the 
member felt this implied he was in the wrong and wanted to go to arbitration He js picseiiity 
on long term disability for stress as a result of this incident. He agree, on union counsel for the 
NSGEIJ to deny his culpability in writing. The FRO handled the grievance, but his stress 
induced illness is not being addtessed
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CIVIL SERV ICE STEWARDS 
INFFI-'KCTIVE INCIDENTS (47-51)
I. Mcmher was tofd by her supervisor that she wouW only be allowed 45 minutes for lunch. 
Cleffcat contract states no less than 30 minutes for meal breaks, two 15 minute rest periods. 
Member works fle.xtime (starts at 7:30 am to 3pm) and is paid for 7 hrs/day. 7-15:00 hr 
contract aiictwcd 15 min. break in morning. The member saves 15 min break to combine with 
lunch, therefore I hour lunch break
b) I tied a grtevance on meal breaks, flex time after investigating with head nurse.
c) U»si grievance. Sited operation requirements. No interference with flextime clause. 
Member never w ill grieve anything again
2. a) I work in the field of child protection which is very stressful. Often when female 
employees are pregnant they w ill be put o ff work early by their physician. In this panicular 
case the pregnant employee had made it known to her supervisor that her physician was about 
to put her o ff work early. The employee's supervisor then coerced the employee into using her 
remaining vacation and her ovenime to cover the time o ff rather than having her doctor put her 
o ff work.
b) I was unaware of this situation until a day or two before the employee was to leave. I did 
get an opportunity to speak to the employee, explain the contract, explain that she shouldn't be 
made to feel, by her supervisor, that she had to use her vacation and overtime. 1 tried to 
encourage and support my coworker.
c> Despite my actions the coworker used her vacation and overtime up to cover the time o ff 
prior to delivery. In retrospect. 1 feel that if  I had been made aware of the situation earlier and 
been present for 5r>me o f the discussions with her supervisor the outcome may have been 
diffcrem.
3. a) A worker in a probationary position was termtnated for a poor performance. She had 
been spoken to at regular intervals with goals set and deadlines given for improvement. She 
failed to reach any goals by the given deadlines. She was given extra time with one-on-one 
supervision to help her with her problems. She maintained a negative attitude. When she was 
terminated, she applied to the union for support.
b) A grievance was filed and carried to 3rd level.
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c> The termination was upheld. The supervisor bad divumemed the meetings, goals set. 
deadlines given. The worker had signed her agreement to meet these goals by these deadlines. 
The worker had failed to document incidents in her favour as had been suggested to her both by 
her supervisor and steward. She had shown no improvement in problem areas which were 
hazardous to the health of others.
4. a> In my work area the employees felt that they were cfassitled incorrectly and should be 
upgraded from a CLII to a CLUI position. After directly requesting the change from the 
department, as required under the contract, and beiitg refused, they came to see me
b> After receiving the departmental refusal I began the process o f reclassification appeal 
Working the ERO. we accumulated job descriptions that closely resembled ours, but that were 
C Lin classification. We also contacted employees from our work area to be witnesses at the 
appeal tribunal.
c) We presented a great case at the tribunal hearing but unfortunately the ht>ard felt that 
although we should be higher than we were we were not at the C IJII level.
5. a) An employee was placed in an unsuitable position by the C S C  from layoff list. He 
apparently met the minimum (?) requirements for the job. To me it seemed he only met the
grade level requirement. He performed poorly in the job. even with some training.
b) Had many meetings with local president and ERO to discuss this issue. Also met with HRD 
at workplace who had consulted C.S.C. Discussed options with the emphnee and the pttssihility 
o f being put back on the layolT list.
c) No clear article coverage (safeguard) for employees to be fully retrained for the new
position. Employee laid off and reinstated to the layoff list.
EXECUTIVE MEMBERS AND E.R.O.’s
EFFECTIVE (52-60)
i .  -BACKGROUND; employer wanted to cut breaks from 15 minutes to 10,
-complaining if  we did take a break, iron hand
situation; as steward, went in and talked about the problem with supervisor, there are contract 
issues, i f  you do not give us a 15 break that we are allowed by the collective agree"teni. we w ill
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lodge a grievance You know ihat we arc entitled to it. we will do our best not to abuse it, you 
must allow us, and we will do our best to nWce sure the office is not left unmanned, because 
that was his concern. We talked about it. He wasn't very receptive at first but as we discussed 
it. and we were willing to make sure that our job was being done but he had to live up to the 
contract and eventually if came to an understanding.
outcome: He said fine, if  you’ll do it that way then I 'll live up to my end, and it worked well
addressed the issue on site
talked to the supervisor; bis worry was productivity
•believe that it is in the approach of the steward; to be personable, polite yet straightforward
2, background: NS hospital, cook was searched by security firm that was hired by the hospital 
steward contacted employer, met with employer, filed a grievance and before long had a written 
apology from employer. The steward took the initiative, followed it right through and 
.successfully resolved the situation.
3. eg. employee was called up because of absenteeism and would have been disciplined. The 
steward talked to the employee in question and warned him of the possible consequences, thus 
resolving the situation and avoiding the suspension of the employee.
4. background: grievance in a county schonlboard where people other than bargaining unit 
people were coming in prior to the opening in Sept. and doing work eg teachers, volunteers, 
guidance counsellors
steward put in a policy grievance so that it would stop, by all these people coming in our 
members were denied the opportunity to come in and made for a lot of confusion in Sept. things 
were not done or done incorrectly. Shop steward and president of the local negotiated a 
settlement, very effective
5. The same local had a situation where the member was denied vacation time. In this local 
get vacation by seniority, unless there's a valid reason why the time cannot be given to you. 
Her time was denied. It was a steward. She wrote up the first level of the grievance but it was 
settled at the first level because she knew what she was doing and there was no basis for denial.
6. background: office was under renovation; wall tom out canvas up etc.. concrete and brick 
laying around. The steward almost to the embarrassment of other workers pushed the employer
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under the occupational health and safety act. even though the steward was not pushed hy her 
members, took action, contacted the dept, of labour. The employer was quite happy letting 
employees work in dust, noise etc. steward saw violation of rights and acted, was not 
intimidated by supervisors, did the right thing
7. steward investigates the concern, determine whether or not it's  a grievance, let me know, 
file the grievance and send me written remarks on what has happened which arc very helpful
-there have been situations where the steward has gotten involved and resolved the situation 
before it got to a grievance stage. Many times the griever is in the same workplace as the
steward, and the steward knows the personalities involved, whereas I don't
e.g. doing something to worker, violating the contract, the steward informs them of this and 
states that if  not corrected a grievance w ill be filed. A lot of times it can be resolved, and that's 
the way it should work. Many times a grievance is just a misunderstanding between the 
employee and the employer, that gets out o f hand after a while.
-the first stage of any grievance is to meet with the employer informally if  not resolved, then
step I the written form for grievance takes place
8. background: dept o f health. 25 employees disciplined because of their use of sick lime
I initiated the grievances but didn't process them. I set up a meeting specifically to deal 
with the issue, brought all the players that were involved, got all the background info arranged 
for head office to have an ERO present, where we could review the letters, a lot of leg work, 
getting the paperwork done.
there's a provision in our contract for a modified workweek. Upon the request o f 4 
clerical employees. I acted to get a modified workweek in place .
There was a lot o f work. I participated with them to write up what we thought the 
principles of a modified workweek were and how it should work, did a bit of research, and that 
was the basis o f an agreement that is pretty well in place. I met with mgt. set up meetings with 
the immediate administrator, and the Health unit, had discussions, had to provide backgroutxl. 
advantages and had to be able to present the case. In order to get a ter*, case going we had to 
prove it had advantages; reduced sick time, improved morale, increased service to the public on 
the days that people were working, had to sell the care.
Beyond that had to participate in working out hours and days for people, and the 
evaluation of it. In the Dept o f Health it is in place province wide.
others: serving grievances; going and trying to resolve it by discussion before it came to any 
paperwork
9. stewards have gotten people fu ll time jobs, under the collective agreement casual employees
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wcïuld have no* known they were entitled to. and have been successful in gening the employer 
to hire them full time
-they leap in at the first sign of injustice and correct it 
-just by making the initial move, starts the ball rolling 
steward handled the situation right on the spot, avoiding grievances 
others have broken up fights
Ineffective examples (61-64)
I. there in body only; cases where stewards have been noneffective or ineffœtive in their job 
the grievance has gone to the third level and been handed over to me
2. times where stewards have misunderstood the collective agreement and started things rolling 
when there was no grounds for them in the long run but I don’t have a problem with that 
because the person is taking the initiative to try to do something. I wouldn't say it s as much 
ineffective as unfortunate.
3. in some cases the stewards have told the member they didn't have a grievance and should 
go back to work and not be so petty. The person would call me and in fact it was a violation 
of the contract and indeed a grievance.
there are some stewards that feel its going to get them someplace in the workplace with the 
employer although we all know that's not the case.
4, many occasions inaccurate information is given which meant that the individual lost their 
rights under the agreement to hear their complaint heard because of the timeframe, too late 
e.g. people have t^ n  disciplined up to suspension, when it is questionable whether the discipline 
needed to go that far
